Columba worked so diligently throughout the year to produce the magazine that has evolved. Memories since All Saints’ College first opened in 1981. It is for this reason the Publications Committee worked so diligently throughout the year to produce the Columba 2014. In particular, I acknowledge the efforts of the Publications Captain Jonathan Tjandra for his dedication to the role.

Many thanks also to the students and staff who contributed to this edition. Your articles and photographs encompass what it means to be a part of our unique College community.

I wish the Class of 2014 all happiness for the future, and hope this Columba will provide you with wonderful memories of your final year at the College.

Miss Karyn Osmetti – Community Relations (Publications) Officer
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2014 has been an ‘awesome’ year, according to an unnamed Year 12 student, and I agree. But if there is one thing I fear the most, it is forgetting. For this reason, I have endeavoured to make this edition of the yearbook as memorable as possible. I hope you enjoy browsing through the pages of the Columbia and reflecting on the year at All Saints’ College.

Reflecting upon these past five years, it is amazing how far we have come, yet still have so far to go. It also amazes me how little our teachers seem to change, save for the greying (or loss) of hair. I still remember that first day of school in 2009, when there were only three Year 7 classes. I hope I will continue to remember both that day and the imminent day of reckoning.

Reading the Columbia, I am struck by how involved the 2014 Leavers are in the College community, even though we comprise the ‘half-year’ cohort. Perhaps it is this degree of closeness that motivates us to serve the wider community, and to always step-up when needed.

This year, the Student Council managed to organise 17 activities and raised more than $8200 for various charities. Thank you to the College community for supporting us in our fundraising.

I would like to thank the Publications Committee for all their hard work behind the scenes this year. Without your help, this year would have been impossible.

I would also like to take the opportunity to thank the Technical Theatre Club, of which I am the 2014 Captain, including the Front of House volunteers. If there were two things that sustained me during my long nights at the Centre for Performing Arts, it would be your companionship and the endless supply of coffee.

As we go our separate ways, I will always follow with great interest the careers of my fellow Old Saints. Who knows? In time, I may be able to say of the next BI Gates to my grandchildren, ‘I once untied his shoelaces without his permission’. Or, ‘I stole her pencil case and didn’t give it back until the next day’. Or even, ‘Actually, he is really awkward face-to-face.’

For my final words, I quote Romantic poet Christina Rossetti:

‘Remember me when I am gone away.’

Why? Because I’ll be back.

Jonathan Tjandra
Year 12
One of the great pleasures of growing up is that we get to make more decisions for ourselves. But how do we know if we are making the right decision?

At All Saints’, we aim to give each student who passes through the College a robust understanding of how to tell right from wrong, good from bad, useful from useless, and productive from wasteful. The keys to this are our values.

Of all the disciplines we teach at All Saints’, Mathematics has the simplest set of values. A mathematical fact or theorem, once proved, is true everywhere and forever. It is this lack of perception at night that has led darkness to be seen in daylight.

One ancient Greek philosopher is recorded as saying that “Education is the process of turning the windows of the soul to the light”. He may have meant this in a strict moral sense, but I believe that it has a broader and more holistic meaning. It is true that light and its opposite darkness are usually seen in terms of moral opposites, but that is because a metaphor has become a fact, rather than an illustration of a fact.

Ungodly individuals are less so? What values are relevant to each decision? Our values? Which values are important, and which ones are not hard to find. As a foundation of the Anglican Church, All Saints’ has inherited a rich and lasting set of values, interpreted and explained by great thinkers, put into practice by saints old and modern, and expressed in the beautiful language of the King James Bible and the Book of Common Prayer.

The modern Anglican Church is tolerant, welcoming and diverse, and we try to echo this in the life of the College. We show by our actions that we welcome the devout of all religions just as much as we welcome those who find faith and modern, and expressed in the beautiful language of the soul to the light’.

The reason was simple – without the sun to give light, everything was in darkness and so what was the point of stumbling around in the darkness? Also, only those who were up to “no good” would be out and about at night. It is this “stumbling” which lies at the heart of this metaphor. It equates goodness with light and darkness with evil because whereas darkness limits people, light enables them.

Light also reveals the reality of the world around us. The world is not composed of vague outlines and shadows wrapped in greys as at night, but vibrant with colour, clearly defined shapes and substance as it is seen in daylight.
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One ancient Greek philosopher is recorded as saying that “Education is the process of turning the windows of the soul to the light”. He may have meant this in a strict moral sense, but I believe that it has a broader and more holistic meaning. It is true that light and its opposite darkness are usually seen in terms of moral opposites, but that is because a metaphor has become a fact, rather than an illustration of a fact.

Until comparatively recent times, the majority of humanity lived by the light of the sun. The night was not a time to work, or to play for that matter, but a time of rest. It is this ‘stumbling’ which lies at the heart of this metaphor. It equates goodness with light and darkness with evil because whereas darkness limits people, light enables them.

Light also reveals the reality of the world around us. The world is not composed of vague outlines and shadows wrapped in greys as at night, but vibrant with colour, clearly defined shapes and substance as it is seen in daylight.
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From the College Chaplain
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FROM THE DEAN OF JUNIOR SCHOOL

2014 has been a significant year, with our newly endorsed Strategic Plan enabling us to grow in a unified way towards the achievement of our five goals.

Our College vision ‘making a positive difference in our world’ speaks to all students regardless of age and ability. The teachers spent time with their pupils thinking about how they can achieve this vision and a representative from each class presented their ideas at a Junior School Assembly. Some ideas expressed were: to care for the environment, to show kindness to others, to smile, to show care when someone is hurt, and to raise money for charity. The students were encouraged to think about how a single act can spread a positive message widely, like a drop of water that makes a ripple effect through still water.

The 2014 Student Leaders initiated many activities this year which have indeed made a positive difference to our world. One highly successful event led by Year 6 students and Durack House Captains, Asha Burwood and Cameron Webb, along with the other House Captains, was the Jump Rope for Heart. On a very rainy ‘Jump Off Day’ the students skipped to their hearts’ content, raising money with the recognition that a single idea can be implemented and have a significant impact. More than $6500 was raised for heart health and research through the Heart Foundation.

Our Year 6 Environment Captains, Tahila Halley and Alexander Clarke, made a significant contribution in spreading a strong message to the Junior School about recycling and energy use this year. They achieved this by holding competitions and regularly presenting information at Assemblies. The year has been action-packed with learning activities based on the curriculum, the interests of our students, and their social and emotional wellbeing. We have valued the thoughtful contribution of our connected community of parents and talented staff, which enables us to provide an optimal learning experience for students at the College.

Kakadu Dreaming was one such highlight, as our Pre-Primary to Year 6 students demonstrated their talent and creative expression interpreting the six seasons of the Biniinj and Mungguy people of Kakadu. Each individual performance was interspersed with dramatic excerpts presented by the Year 6 students. It was enriching to look beyond the Noongar culture to another Aboriginal group within our vast country. The concert was the product of a rich educational experience that engaged, inspired and entertained the audience.

Our Early Childhood students thoroughly enjoyed this year’s Book Week theme ‘Connect to Reading, Reading to Connect’ and came dressed as their favourite characters. It was wonderful to see the creativity and thought that went into their costume designs, while keeping the event simple and child-centred.

The Year 1 students embraced the experience of their Outdoor Learning Program ‘The Bush School’. One afternoon each week the students explored the natural bushland on the College grounds and engaged in learning experiences, which developed an appreciation of nature. With curriculum links to Science and Geography, this program enabled valuable academic outcomes to be achieved.

A number of classes presented exhibitions which showcased their learning to the community this year. These included the Year 4 Plant Exhibition, Year 5 Gardens of Gold, Year 6 Freedom to Federation, and the Sustainable Houses Exhibition. It was impressive to see the students’ depth of understanding, complexity of thinking and commitment to their learning. Our teachers look for a variety of effective ways for students to learn, have a voice and then demonstrate their understanding.

I thank all the staff who are collaborative and reflective in their practice and make adjustments to ensure our student learning is optimised.

In 2015, we confidently look ahead with our Strategic Plan as a guide; serving with wisdom and courage in order for our community to thrive.

Ms Penelope Crane
Dean of Junior School
Wow, what an incredible year it has been for All Saints’ College!

We feel so privileged to have been the Junior School College Councillors for 2014. As Student Leaders we have faced many challenges and learnt how to resolve these with confidence. We have had an incredible experience and have loved every minute of our journey as councillors.

Our first time speaking at Assembly was in front of the whole College at the end of 2013. This was a very nerve-racking experience, but eventually we overcame this feeling and felt comfortable speaking in front of the Junior School. We have had a great time working with Ms Crane and Mr Collins to organise Assemblies and events throughout the year.

An exciting event this year was when all Junior School Student Leaders attended the IPSHA Ecumenical Service at Perth College. Many Student Leaders from schools around WA came to this event, which included a special Chapel service and a morning tea.

It has been a terrific year for the Environmental Sustainability program in the Junior School.

Early in the year the Junior School participated in our very own Earth Hour. On Friday, 11 April during Period 3, we switched off all lights and other electronic devices within the classrooms and buildings. This proved to be a great success with everyone participating in this special event.

In Term 2, we had a discussion with a representative from Veolia, a waste management company, about effective ways of deposing paper, food scraps and rubbish in the Junior School by using specific recycling bins. We also did a waste audit with Miss Crossland’s Year 4 class to see what the Junior School deposits in one day. The results were surprising and led to a Term 4 trial with some special recycling and food waste bins to try and reduce the amount of rubbish that we send to landfill.

Students in Years 1 to 6 had the opportunity to develop an environmental slogan, including an image of a quoll, which would remind people to save energy in the classrooms. The winning entry, designed by Year 6 student Emily Bingham, has been placed in classrooms across the Junior School to serve as a reminder to be environmentally friendly.

We can’t wait until next year to see how the 2015 Environment Captains will adapt to their positions and what some of their new ideas will be. We hope they continue the new ideas we started this year and from previous years as well, so more branches can grow in an effort to reduce, reuse and recycle.

Turn off the power because the power is within you!

Alexander Clarke and Tahlia Halley
Year 6
Cowan House had an outstanding year in 2014. We persevered in everything we did, which resulted in great scores and spirit. The cheering on the sidelines for every event was wonderful to hear as the participants tried their hardest. The nerves and excitement before and after every carnival built up the atmosphere of these events.

To kick off the year, we had the Interhouse Swimming Carnival. We came second in both the House Trophy and the first ever House Spirit Award.

The whole-school Interhouse Cross Country Carnival was our next big event and was a highlight of the year, because everyone was thrilled that Cowan House won the Overall Champion Trophy.

In Term 3 Cowan fought so well, winning the skipping race at the Jump Rope for Heart ‘Jump Off Day’. It was great to see everyone from Years 1 to 6 jumping around with smiles on their faces and hearing them laugh. At the end of the day we raised more than $6500, which is an impressive achievement. To end the term, we competed and placed second in the Interhouse Athletics Carnival which was magical.

We are so proud of what Cowan House achieved this year and we have been honoured to be the captains.

Felix Greenhill and Alex Murray
Year 6

**FROM THE COWAN HOUSE CAPTAINS**

Cowan House – Years 3 to 6

BACK ROW: Cameron Tsang, Ayomide Olowookere, James Bingham, Amy Morgan, James Lund, Ksenya Kerapa, Tyler Melcholy, Felix Greenhill, Patrick McPhail

THIRD ROW: Ginger Williams-Buckmara, Yan Liu, Declan Bumness, Emily Bingham, Samantha White, Joe Liu, Alex Murray, Dakota Allen, Rachel Vajovic

SECOND ROW: Jack Sibthorpe, Connor Young, Eleanor Murray, William Tomkinson, Lucas Lai, Jacob Powell, Tim White, Damilola Oyewopo, Thomas Bartels, Ella Lowrey

FRONT ROW: Elena Yazdan, Kate Cotham, Ayodele Olowookere, Isabella O’Connor, Joshua Bartels, Ashley Tsang, Noah Jones, Busola Oyewopo, Asha Le

ABSENT: Mrs Melinda Keelan

LEFT TO RIGHT: Felix Greenhill, Mrs Melinda Keelan, Alex Murray
Durack had an amazing year in the Junior School!

In the first term we had the Interhouse Swimming Carnival. Everyone participated well and cheered loudly. Durack students showed the most amazing spirit and were the first house ever to win the House Spirit Award.

Everyone was excited for the whole-school Interhouse Cross Country Carnival held in Term 2. We were proud that our house competed in this event. It was amazing to see the Kindergarten Durack students running down the home straight with everyone cheering them on!

Roll on Term 3, and I (Asha) suggested the Junior School participate in Jump Rope for Heart. Over the term everyone jumped their hearts out to raise money for the Heart Foundation. On ‘Jump Off Day’ we enjoyed showing the Junior School a warm-up activity and loved leading the event, as well as seeing Durack come fourth in the skipping relay.

Later in Term 3, we were visited by a Polar Bear. It was the Interhouse Athletics Carnival and the house mascots were in town. The Years 1 to 6 Athletics Carnival was a highlight for us. Although we didn’t win the final House Trophy, we hopped, skipped, ran, jumped and hurdles our hardest. Plus, Miss Crossland came second in the mascot relay!

We enjoyed leading the amazing Durack House this year. It has been a challenge at times, but it has been a wonderful journey and a year we will never forget.

Good luck to the 2015 Durack House Captains — go Durack!

Asha Burwood and Cameron Webb
Year 6
Forrest House - Years 3 to 6

BACK ROW: Tara Mishra, Hunter Shaw, Madison Gauntlett, Jamal Fanaian, Sophie Wyatt, Kristen Penny, Travis Gauntlett, Charlotte Shaw
THIRD ROW: Sophia Young, Toni Aniyi, Ashton Collins, Liam Fukumoto, Rheá Aitken, Louis Walkden, Noah Cross, Kelvey Bridgkuch
SECOND ROW: Caitlin Brown, Matthew Mulcahy, William Mulcahy, Avery Willis, Marcus Wong, Bex Singh, John Condello, Abby Philip
FRONT ROW: Avery Yu, Riya Singh, Jack Boden, Kate Bailey, Julius Clegg, Elsie Walmsley, Liam Mason, Abbey Passaris, Jackson Bright
ABSENT: Akid Shahabuddin, Emily Geha

FORREST HOUSE

There have been many memorable events and achievements this year, but we think the standout was the team spirit shown by Forrest House.

The first highlight of the year was the Interhouse Swimming Carnival. It was great to see the whole House cheering on all students as they tried their hardest.

In Term 2, we had the first ever whole-school Interhouse Cross Country Carnival. We enjoyed seeing the Senior School Forrest team run and cheer as loudly as the Junior School students did.

The best fundraiser of the year was definitely the Jump Rope for Heart event, where everyone skipped for their House and for a good cause. The skipping relay at the end was a great finish to the afternoon.

Last, but certainly not least, the Interhouse Athletics Carnival was held in Term 3 and we think it was the best carnival of the year. We saw Forrest students cheering and running as fast as they could. Also, the teamwork was beyond compare. The highlight of the day was the mascot race – it was really amusing. Overall Forrest House came third, which is a really great achievement.

Thank you Forrest for this amazing year, it has been brilliant. Best of luck to next year’s House Captains – go Forrest!

Rheá Aitken and Travis Gauntlett
Year 6
We really have been privileged to be the Murdoch House Captains in 2014. The Interhouse Swimming Carnival in Term 1 was a thrilling experience for Murdoch. We enjoyed organising our House, decorating and setting up the marquee with everything red. It was great to see all the smiling faces as the students took part in a fun-filled day.

Everyone was excited for the first ever whole-College Interhouse Cross Country Carnival held in Term 2. We were proud that our House competed in this event. It was amazing to see all the Murdoch students running down the track with everyone cheering them on. Seeing big and small Murdoch students everywhere was great!

Term 3 saw us taking part in ‘Thrive in Five’, Jump Rope for Heart and the Interhouse Athletics Carnival. Murdoch students were consistently trying their hardest and putting all of their effort into each event. Hearing everyone cheer one another on was amazing and made us feel so proud to be leaders of the greatest House ever!

Jump Rope for Heart saw us raising much-needed funds for the Heart Foundation, as well as keeping fit with our new skipping skills.

We are proud of the way that the Murdoch students from across the Junior School have tried so hard to be part of a great team. Well done Murdoch, you’ve made us feel very proud to have been your leaders!

Jamie Lang and Alex Saunders
Year 6
O’CONNOR HOUSE

O’Connor House - Years 3 to 6

BACK ROW: Cooper Lewis, Elley Dymond, Luke Alexander, Fynn Gardner, Benjamin Coleman, Ethan Siebel, Caitlin de Wind, Jacob Dean, Grace Lamont
THIRD ROW: Rohan Kooner, Melika Gomez, Matthew Tomlinson, Charles Scott, Hannah Greaves, Seth Connor, Emily Arney, Aaron Macauley
SECOND ROW: Raef Connor, Isla Lewis, Elly Gardner, Elijah Siebel, Georgia Stone, Mrs Iola Knight, Harrison Laycock, Mayree Alfred, Xavier Damon, Kimberley Misson, Elia Sullivan
ABSENT: Taylor Smith

LEFT TO RIGHT: Fynn Gardner, Mrs Iola Knight, Caitlin de Wind

FROM THE O’CONNOR HOUSE CAPTAINS

We are so proud to have been House Captains of the talented group of students who make up O’Connor.

Term 1 kicked off with a bang at the Interhouse Swimming Carnival. It was great to see everyone cheering loudly and encouraging others to try their best. It was a wonderful day, with O’Connor coming first place!

The highlight of Term 2 was the first ever whole-College Interhouse Cross Country Carnival. We realised how big O’Connor House is and how much fun we can have with the senior students. We also interacted with the Senior School House Captains to prepare for the Zinc Art fundraiser. Thank you to all the students for donating to this cause. It was again a great carnival for O’Connor, with another first place.

Term 3 jumped away from us with the Jump Rope for Heart event, skipping to support the Heart Foundation. We also had the Interhouse Athletics Carnival, where everyone ran fast and tried their best. It is great to be a part of an excellent House, which won the Champion Trophy as well as the House Spirit Award.

There have been many people who have supported us and the whole of O’Connor House this year. We are proud to have been the House Captains of this great team. We said to the students at the start of the year “Go for gold O’Connor” and everyone has definitely risen to the challenge.

Caitlin de Wind and Fynn Gardner
Year 6
2014 was a great year for Stirling.

To start the year off, we had the Interhouse Swimming Carnival. Bang! When the gun went off Stirling students torpedoed into the water and did amazingly well. We all tried really hard and had a lot of fun. Even though we didn’t come first, Stirling students cheered everyone on – even the other Houses.

We were well prepared and had trained really hard for the whole-College Interhouse Cross Country Carnival held in Term 2. Stirling came a commendable fourth place after everyone put in a great effort, and many students achieved personal bests.

The Jump Rope for Heart fundraiser was a highlight of Term 3. There was a lot of planning and preparation involved from the House Captains and Heads of House. The captains taught skipping tricks to other students and successfully motivated their House for the actual event which was held in the Indoor Sports Centre. Overall we raised an impressive $6500!

The Interhouse Athletics Carnival was a brilliant day for everyone. Stirling did really well coming a valiant fourth place. We know all the students tried their hardest – the competition was tough.

It has been a fantastic year for Stirling and as the House Captains we couldn’t have wished to lead a better group of students. The Stirling gang always tried their best, cheered so hard and worked as a team. It has been an honour to be the Stirling House Captains this year, to work with the other captains and within a wonderful team – we will never forget it!

Jeremy Ash and Premila Ganeson-Oats
Year 6
IF I COULD BE ANY ANIMAL IN THE WORLD, I WOULD BE...

a donkey, because I’ve seen one at the zoo. **Amalie**
a giraffe, because that’s the longest neck I’ve ever seen. **Amber**
a lion, because I want to be one. **Ava**
a giraffe. I like their horns. **Charli**
a zebra, because I like stripes. **Hugo**
an elephant, because they have trunks. **Ithiel**
a snake, because it’s got a slippery tongue. **Jasper**
a tiger, because I like tigers. **Jayden**
a cow, because they say moo! **Kelsey**
a butterfly, so I can fly in the flowers. **Lauren**
a butterfly and fly in the sky. **Renee**
a cat and go meow, meow! **Loella**
a bug, just like we were in Music. **Luca**
a dog and go woof! **Milla**
a feisty dragon! **Caelan**
a fish – I want to swim and live in the water. **Cheryl**
a teddy bear! **Sanah**
a lady bug, because I like spots. **Joshua**
a butterfly, because I like butterflies. **Kelsey**
a lion, because I like lions. **Lachlan**
a lady bird, because I like their spots. **Lauren**
an elephant, like their skin. **Lotte**
a cow, because my mummy likes cows. **Matilda**
a monkey. I want to be a cheeky monkey. **Milla**
a monkey, because I like monkeys. **Nathan**
a tiger, because I like their mouths. **Patrick**
a monkey, because I would climb up trees. I’m good at climbing trees. **Renee**
a crocodile. **Shevon**
an elephant. **Scarlett**
an elephant, because I’d like to be an elephant all the time. **Stephanie**
a cow, because they say moo! **Taj**
a butterfly and fly in the sky. **Lianna**
a cat and go meow, meow! **Loella**
a bug, just like we were in Music. **Luca**
a doggy so I can dig up bones and go for walks. **Mason**
a tiger, so I can roar. **Matilda**
a lion, so I can roar at people. **Max**
a piggy. **Mitchell**
a baabaa black sheep. **Mya**
a puppy cat. **Amanda**
a call, because I love cats. **Amelia**
a dog and go woof! **Arya**
a feisty dragon! **Caelan**
a fish – I want to swim and live in the water. **Cheryl**
a cow, because I love milk. **Eli**
a red tiger, because I like tigers. **Gabrielle**
a butterfly, so I can fly in the flowers. **Lauren**
a butterfly and fly in the sky. **Lianna**
a cat and go meow, meow! **Loella**
a bug, just like we were in Music. **Luca**
a doggy so I can dig up bones and go for walks. **Mason**
a tiger, so I can roar. **Matilda**
a lion, so I can roar at people. **Max**
a piggy. **Mitchell**
a baabaa black sheep. **Mya**
a puppy cat. **Amanda**
a call, because I love cats. **Amelia**
a horse and jump over fences. **Yemi**
WHEN I GROW UP I WANT TO BE...

a builder and build a house. Akash
a fairy, because I want wings to fly. Allegra
a person that goes on a boat and sails. Anosh
big. Ayoola
la fireman so I can put out fires. Benjamin
a fairy with a wand and I want to fly. Bridget
a princess, because they are shiny. Caitlyn
a fairy, because they can fly. Carmen
a doctor, because I like fixing people. Chloe
a princess. Clarissa

a fairy princess so I can fly. Hannah
a police officer, so I can catch the baddies. Holly
a police officer, because he gets the baddies and puts them in jail. Hudson
a doctor. I like the ear thing. Jimi
a pilot like my dad. Joshua
a fisherman, a dog trainer and a zoo keeper. Lachlan
a fairy, because they are nice. Leticia
a fireman that sprays water at fires. Linton
a vet, because I like animals. Maya
a teacher, because they teach people. Nicola
a master of building blocks. Noah
a doctor to fix people. Oliver
a doctor and a princess. Rhia
a real superhero like Batman. Sienna

a ballerina and go on my tipsy toes. Aida
a builder and build lots of things. Aiden
a fireman so I can put out fires and drive a fire truck. Austin
a ballerina, so I can dance. Chloe
a ballerina. Eva
a vet and look after animals. Imogen
a nurse and work in a hospital. Isabel

a police officer and get all the bad people. James
a demolition man and knock down houses. Jaxon
a fireman so I can put out fires. Jun Feng

a doctor so I can help sick people. Lucas
a nurse so I can help people. Luuvi
just like mummy and work in the mines. Mackenzie
a builder so I can twirl and whizz around! Milana
a nurse and fix people. Molly
an astronaut. I am going to go to the moon. Oberon
a ninja and save people when they need help. Raphael
a builder. I am going to build tall hotels. Riley
a shipdriver! I am going to drive ships. Sam L
an astronaut and live in a rocket! Sam S
a policeman so I can help people. Samara
a vet so I can help sick animals. Sedley
a doctor. I want to make people feel good. Zac
a builder and build big houses. Zachary
**WHAT DID YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT PRE-PRIMARY?**

Watching things on the Smartboard and learning to play 'Jack Rabbit Eats Carrots' on my violin. Abigail

Growing the crops on our farm and playing with the tractors. Akinshola

Playing Sport with Mr Baptist and playing Policeman and Robbers with Daniel. Ryan

Learning to read and write. Dylan

Making spiders and insects with the magnetic shapes. Charlotte

I enjoyed making the clay pot for my dad. Imani

Having new friends and playing games with them outside. Eleanor

Playing in the tent with my friends. I also enjoyed painting and making things like the clay pot for my dad. Imani

Making things with the Playdough and colouring in. Kianah

Colouring in and learning to read. I also like it when Zoe plays with me. Lenna

Sport is my favourite, because I like playing Spiders and Flies. Luca

Playing outside with my friends. We play Monster Splat. Rahil

Investigation Time, because I get to build skyscrapers with the blocks. Rohan P

Investigation Time is my favourite because you get to go in the tent or in the block corner. Rohan S

Playing games and building things with my friend Daniel. Ryan

I enjoyed our excursion to the zoo. We saw the bats hanging upside down. Sebastian

Playing with my friends and colouring in. Tiffany

Investigation Time, because you can go around and see what other people are doing. Tim

Playing games with my friends outside and Maths with Mrs Manso, Tyler.

**WHAT DID YOU LOVE MOST ABOUT PRE-PRIMARY?**

Doing construction. Aidan

Making the Fimo insects. Alex

We could play outside and see different bugs. Amelie

Playing chasy outside. Amelie

I love Miss Knight and Mrs Zoccoli. I liked going on the monkey bars with my friends. Ariana

I liked making art, construction and the ladybugs. Ashton

I loved playing with my friends at Lunch. I also loved playing with Playdough. Astrid

Book Week because we got to dress up as our favourite characters. Eloise

I loved that we could play outside. I also loved construction and craft. Harper

I loved playing games like Snakes and Ladders. Heidi

I loved playing games. Snakes and Ladders is my favourite. Ivan
THE BEST THING ABOUT BEING IN YEAR 1 Was...

...we went to NatureScape and could enter the drawing competition. Aadhishan being at a new school, I had the best class and teacher. Aidan learning about writing and reading. We made leaves and birds for our 100 tree. Amelia going on excursions. I liked seeing all the cool plants. Austin I am better at reading, drawing pictures and writing. Benjamin W that we had a nice playground and nice teachers in the community. We also had buddies. Benjamin B we learnt about dragons and knights. We did fun things, like playing with the Far Away Tree and the camping area. Savannah Mother’s Day and Father’s Day. Mums and dads came in and we spent time together. Sophie we learned new discoveries, writing and drawing. Thomas we learned writing, Maths, how to colour and paint, and do box construction. Tilly playing with friends and working on Maths. Xiang all the learning and the teachers. Charlotte the activities we did and all the fun we had, like the Far Away Tree and drawing on the board. Emily playing with the Far Away Tree. I also liked playing with Lego. Evan we did Maths and read The Enchanted Wood about the Far Away Tree. Hannah doing Maths and running around. I love racing and chasing. Jake H you get to be big. Jake W we helped people and we don’t need much help now. James hating the Far Away Tree. I liked it because it has dolls that you get to play with. Jasmine playing soccer with Aidan at Recess. I also liked getting the activities ready for Father’s Day. Marcus actually everything. Sport and Dance especially. Noah we did fun things, like playing with the Far Away Tree and the camping area. Savannah Mother’s Day and Father’s Day. Mums and dads came in and we spent time together. Sophie having new discoveries, writing and drawing. Thomas we learned writing, Maths, how to colour and paint, and do box construction. Tilly playing with friends and working on Maths. Xiang

WHAT DID YOU LOVE ABOUT BEING IN YEAR 1M?

Science and visiting NatureScape at Kings Park. Aedan Spelling and Maths. I liked dressing up as fairies too. Amelia We planted bean seeds and we did Memory Boxes. Asha I wrote great stories and I was good at spelling. I liked building tall towers too! Callum I liked dressing up as a ballerina. I also liked playing shops and I love Mrs Miller. Chelsea I got to write stories and I played outside. Mrs Miller was fun to learn with. Dylan At the Kings Park NatureScape I liked making potions. Ethan C It was fun doing a crossword puzzle in our Spelling Workbooks. It was fun dressing up as Iron Man too! Ethan L I liked reading books and listening to Mrs Miller read The Enchanted Wood. Ethan Y I loved dressing up and playing shops. Jaxen I made Lego ships at school. I liked spelling and Maths because I got better at it. Josh I loved dressing up as a pirate and building with Lego! Kanin Going to Kings Park NatureScape and playing with the treehouse. Kezia I liked doing addition sums and writing numbers. Lilly Reading books in the Koala Group and I liked being with Mrs Miller, she is the best teacher ever! Makayla I liked it when we did our Memory Boxes and growing beans too! Mia Collins I liked doing sums and writing numbers. I loved dressing up in dresses, skirts and fairy wings! Mia Crofts I love Mrs Miller because she did fun things with us. School is lots of fun! Rianna I liked doing experiments and weighing my sweet potato. Rohan Learning from my teacher, it is beautiful what she does. I love school Sadie We did take-away sums, reading, spelling and handwriting. We played pirates too! William We got Golden Time and we got to write a sentence. I liked reading in the Sausage Group. Xander I liked reading in the Sausage Group and when we went to NatureScape. Zoe I liked doing Spelling tests, playing dress ups, doing Maths with Mrs Miller and using chalk to smudge pictures. Zoey
a policeman because they patrol the land. Alexander
an artist. Annabelle
an engineer with James.
Colin
an artist, a music teacher, a baker, a seamstress and just a normal teacher. Kerry
a policeman, a family and 90,000 dogs. Louis
a singer, a teacher and a soccer coach. I also want a puppy and a bird. Mackenzie
a truck driver. Marshall
a teacher and two puppies. Megan
a master of video games. Mitchell
a builder and builds houses and castles. Nicholas
a puppy groomer and a dessert chef. Olivia L
a vet and a bunny. Olivia S
the best footballer in the whole entire world. Patrick
a hockey player in the Olympics. Travel to Hawaii and have fun. Sarah
a cricket player for Australia. Shray
an Xbox gamer and a Youtuber and play every game in the world. Thenuk
an owner of a bunny because they are so cute and fluffy. Tunmise
a great surfer with my best friends Justin, Denim and Mitchell. Xavier

I want to be…

WE CREATED ‘SECRET MESSAGES’ TO LET OUR CLASSMATES KNOW WHAT WE VALUE ABOUT THEM

I am impressed with the way you coach people with their reading. Abbey
It’s really good how you share your ideas about History, Math and Science. Alex
You are very encouraging at reading time and are fair when we play footy. Ayden
You show respect when you play footy in the morning. Cale
I like the way you improved in your writing and your spelling. That takes courage. Callum
I like the way you help others team. You are a great teacher. Charlotte
You show courage when you are working on your Maths. You work very hard and concentrate. Cody
You are a good classmate because you help people with words when they are struggling. David
You are very generous when you help me with doing things on the iPad. Emily M
You show courage when you make mistakes and then do your best to fix them. Emily T
I am impressed with how friendly you are. You always invite people to join in first. Ewan
I like the way you always listen well to everybody. Hunter
You are a kind girl in the playground. You never fight about who play with and about taking turns. Jessica
You show respect when you help me in Maths. Katie
You are zooming ahead with your Maths. You have been really concentrating on it and on your Science as well. You are a valuable class member. Lachlan
I like the way you smile when you come into class in the morning. You make us all feel happy. Madison
I am impressed with the way you have concentrated in your Maths, and in the way you have included people in the playground. That shows integrity. Martae
You are a good class member because you are friendly and play with everyone in the playground. Mia
I am impressed with how you let people join in with football in the morning. Noah
I like the way you have been a great friend to me all year. You are kind and invite me in your games. Scarlett
You show integrity when you work with anybody in the class. Sienna
I am impressed with how quickly you made friends when you first came to our school. Sophia
You are great at Maths and you help people who want to ‘bump it up’. Thomas
You are a valuable class member because you help people with Maths and Science facts. Toby

You are very generous when you help me with doing things on the iPad. Emily M

I am impressed with how friendly you are. You always invite people to join in first. Ewan
I like the way you always listen well to everybody. Hunter
You are a kind girl in the playground. You never fight about who play with and about taking turns. Jessica
You show respect when you help me in Maths. Katie
You are zooming ahead with your Maths. You have been really concentrating on it and on your Science as well. You are a valuable class member. Lachlan
I like the way you smile when you come into class in the morning. You make us all feel happy. Madison
I am impressed with the way you have concentrated in your Maths, and in the way you have included people in the playground. That shows integrity. Martae
You are a good class member because you are friendly and play with everyone in the playground. Mia
I am impressed with how you let people join in with football in the morning. Noah
I like the way you have been a great friend to me all year. You are kind and invite me in your games. Scarlett
You show integrity when you work with anybody in the class. Sienna
I am impressed with how quickly you made friends when you first came to our school. Sophia
You are great at Maths and you help people who want to ‘bump it up’. Thomas
You are a valuable class member because you help people with Maths and Science facts. Toby
IN YEAR 3 I LEARNT...

- About heat energy and things dissolve faster in hot water, than in cold water: Adeolu
- How to write a letter and about Chinese New Year in Term 1: Avery
- How to save my work in a folder on the computer: Ayodele
- About the difference between a narrative and persuasive text: Evelyn
- How to slow down with my writing and to write on the lines: Jade
- To be a bucket filler and not a bucket dipper: Jack
- About Aboriginal people: Solomon
- How to make masks and small bugs in Art: Ella
- About heat energy and that things dissolve faster in hot water, in Science: Lachlan
- How to do my 3 and 4 Times Tables. I also practised my computer skills: Liam
- About fractions, my Times Tables and about heat energy: Luke
- About heat energy, thermometers and the Animal Kingdom: Mayowa
- That absolute zero (-273°C) is the coldest temperature and that nothing can reach it: Misaaq
- About some interesting Science topics like the Animal Kingdom: Riya
- About the meaning and history of Thanksgiving: Xavior
- About heat energy, thermometers and the Animal Kingdom: Joshua
- About some interesting Science topics like the Animal Kingdom: Joshua
- About heat energy and that things dissolve faster in hot water: Ayodele
- About the difference between physical health and emotional health: Xavier
- How to make a solar oven to cook food: Alexis
- About the meaning and history of NADOC week: Alysha
- The life skill of setting goals and how to work towards them: Asha
- How to send emails and how to write better narratives in English:(root)
- About the meaning and history of NADOC week: Alysha
- About some interesting Science topics like the Animal Kingdom: Joshua
- About some interesting Science topics like the Animal Kingdom: Lachlan
- About some interesting Science topics like the Animal Kingdom: Rohan
- About some interesting Science topics like the Animal Kingdom: Darian
- About some interesting Science topics like the Animal Kingdom: Darian
- About some interesting Science topics like the Animal Kingdom: Darian
- About some interesting Science topics like the Animal Kingdom: Darian
- How to make a solar oven and use it for cooking in the sun: Ella
- How to make masks and small bugs in Art: Isla
- How to give change and work with money in Maths: John
- How to budget and tender cash and to tell time better in Maths: Joshua
- How to give change by setting up a shop in Maths: Lachlan
- About many different flags from other countries such as Japan, China, America and Canada: Mia
- About money and how to make a profit if own a business: Noah
- How to cook using the heat from the sun: Rohan
- Not all liquids will freeze: Taj
- How to give change, count money and run a shop in Maths: Tamake
- How to run faster and jump further! My Japanese has also improved: Zeke
- How to sing high pitched notes and how to improve my signing: Zoe
I enjoyed working together and showing our work to each other. 

Jade

we learnt heaps and had a lot of fun! James B

we did all the planning and it was a blast. James G

that it was really good experience for me and hopefully all of the other Year 4s. Jessica

now I know so many different things. John

many people enjoyed our work and we had a lot of fun. Joshua

it helped us work as a team. Julius

we could present our information in any form we wanted. Kirrilee

I learnt how to garden. Kyden

it amazed me how much I could bond with my team members. Marinah

I got to work with people I didn’t know very much and learn a lot. Megan

we got to plant sunflowers and vegetables and they looked really amazing. Mia

there to see our work. Mitchell

it had a lot of new things, one of them was a new lifecycle grown. Rodrigo

it encouraged us to work efficiently in a group together to produce work. Ruby

I got to show off my work and it was a real big hit. Thomas

I learnt a lot about plants and it was a good experience for me. Abbey

I learnt that not all plants are the same as there are so many different parts of a plant. Adeola

it was a fun experience being the leader. Caelan

I learnt that a lot of plants can be made into honey. I really liked the Plant Exhibition. It was brilliant. Carly

we learnt about our beautiful environment and how to take care of it. Charlie

I learnt a lot of new things. It was great. Charlotte

we all worked together as a team. Connor

we got to tell people about all of the different plants and environments. Elijah

plants are amazing. It was fabulous, fantastic and fun. Emily

it is so amazing that such a little seed can grow into a lovely plant and we learnt how it grows. Gayatri

we got to find out about other people. Haydn

we worked with people that we don’t usually work with. Hunter

I learnt that sunlight, water and soil improve the plants’ life cycle. Andrew

I learnt that plants have many uses such as food, clothes and medicine. Angela

I got to know the people in my group better. Ashton

we learnt about the different plant environments. Ben

I learnt a lot of ways how plants help us. Campbell

I learnt that there are many different structures for a plant. Charlotte

we showed off all of our topics and we had the best time working as a group. Damilola

I learnt to care for plants and what they need to survive. Eleanor

we learnt a lot about plants by working with our friends. Elly

Year 4S had a bigger sunflower than Year 4C. Elsie

the tallest sunflower was by Year 4S. We had groups of people come to visit. Ethan

we also learnt about some medical uses of plants. Georgia

I had the opportunity to work with friends. Ginger

my group’s topic – ‘what plants are used for’. Grace

I learnt that you use jute to make woven bags. Isabelle

reading the comments we received about our awesome groups. Jackson

the feedback. Joel

the preparation including making posters, PowerPoints and games for the people to play. Kate

my group’s subject ‘Australian Bush Plants’ and everyone liked the quiz. Neve

learning the floral emblems of Australian States. Noah

we learnt what plants are and where they live. Rachel

we learnt about plants. I learnt that sunflowers are attracted to the sun. Raef

all the nice comments given about our work. Sean

I learnt how to tell the different types of structural parts. Tim

I learnt some good ways to care for a plant. Toni

I learnt that the structure of a plant has many different functions. Tristan

it taught us about plants and how to work as a team. Yan

we learnt a lot of ways how plants help us. Campbell
When we built the rafts, Alana trying out new things with my friends and learning about Bickley. Ashley L when we went canoeing because it was my first time! Ashley T when I was running after the enemy in ‘Search and Rescue’. Avery doing the ‘Search and Rescue’ because it was fun being chased down by the enemy. Callum canoeing, because we got to jump in the water afterwards. Cameron going upside down on the flying fox and making a raft. Cooper climbing the caterpillar pole. Hamish watching Mrs Hales on the flying fox. It was so funny. Hannah seeing Mrs Hales on the flying fox. Harrison all of the fun activities. Jasmine when I went on the flying fox and hung upside down. Kelsey being able to go on a trip with my mates. Kian the rafting. I kept falling off and could not get on again! Liam D doing all the fun activities and talking with my friends. Liam F going on the flying fox. Louis climbing to the top of the caterpillar pole. Lucas when Mrs Hales and Mrs Harding played Ninja together. Myles going on the flying fox, staying up late and watching Mrs Hales on the flying fox. It was fun! Olivia when I jumped into the river on the first evening at Bickley. Rachel when Mrs Hales went on the flying fox and when Mrs Harding and Mrs Hales played Ninja. Rav playing ‘Search and Rescue’ because we had to locate clues to find the secret blueprints. Robert when I went on the flying fox. Rose going on the flying fox. Sydney when Mrs Hales went on the flying fox. Tara going on the flying fox. William M going canoeing. William T when Mr Zaurs pushed me into the water. Zakaria seeing Mrs Hales on the flying fox. Harrison when I went on the flying fox and hung upside down. Kelsey being able to go on a trip with my mates. Kian the rafting. I kept falling off and could not get on again! Liam D doing all the fun activities and talking with my friends. Liam F going on the flying fox. Louis climbing to the top of the caterpillar pole. Lucas when Mrs Hales and Mrs Harding played Ninja together. Myles going on the flying fox, staying up late and watching Mrs Hales on the flying fox. It was fun! Olivia when I jumped into the river on the first evening at Bickley. Rachel when Mrs Hales went on the flying fox and when Mrs Harding and Mrs Hales played Ninja. Rav playing ‘Search and Rescue’ because we had to locate clues to find the secret blueprints. Robert when I went on the flying fox. Rose going on the flying fox. Sydney when Mrs Hales went on the flying fox. Tara going on the flying fox. William M going canoeing. William T when Mr Zaurs pushed me into the water. Zakaria
IF I COULD INFLUENCE THE WORLD THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA, I WOULD
HASHTAG...

dream – We are the same on the inside. Say no to racism.
Akkid

#fight4r – Fight diseases and raise awareness for things like cancer.
Alex

#earthday – We the youth should raise awareness for problems only children have.
Alexandra

tallerovertheworld – You can impact the world with your voice.
Amy

#acceptyourtruth – We should always tell the truth.
Annabel

#akidf – Make your life memorable because you only live once.
Cameron T

#instahealth – We need the percentage of obese Australians to drop.
Cameron W

#sunday – It is a common phrase I have heard many times.
Cayden

#getoutside – You must get out to enjoy nature and find a wild animal or plant.
Ellen

#learnmoreabout – Make your life memorable because you only live once.
Ellen

#youcandoit – Always challenge yourself to the peak of your abilities.
Ellen

#yellowlight – Children don’t get enough playtime outside because of technology.
Ellen

#reframe – One of the worst problems in the world is smoking.
Felix

#youneeshome – Say no to cutting down trees.
Jacob

#computersareeveryones – Schools must invest in technology because they simply can’t afford it.
James

#cleanandgreen – When you are out enjoying nature and find a wild animal or plant, leave it be.
Jasper

#unteachstrength – Unite for power over our differences. No more war.
Jeremy

#believemyself – If your peers say you can’t do something, believe in yourself and say you can.
Jessica

#dragondream – We must unite to strengthen our world.
Joshua

#thesame – We are all the same on the inside.
Madison

#keysahput – Always aim to have fun in whatever you do.
Marcus

#believemyself – Come together to help those less fortunate than us.
Matthew

#bullyingisnotcool – Usually if somebody bullies, they are not sure of themselves. Be yourself.
Mei

#skincare – Forget the makeup and let the true you shine.
Meisha

#animalmatters – Animals all over the world suffer cruel deaths mainly by humans.
Premilla

#support – Go for the full extent with full effort in everything you do.
Remi

#karatedefence – Karate is important so you know self-defence.
Roman

#trtherealworld – We should feel proud of our countries of birth.
Samantha

#fugueasneeded – Refugees come to us for help and we are chastised for doing this. We need to make a change now.
Sarah

#batten – Raise awareness of Batten Disease.
Tahlia

#youcandoit – Be the influencing person and make a change.
Tanner

#propoint – Nothing you do is for no reason. Alex

#thehealline – Even if you can’t do something, believe that you can.
Alexander

#youcandoit – Don’t be afraid to say or do what you want to.
Amy

#tryyourbest – Always challenge yourself to the peak of your limits.
Arnab

#forgetanddarkblue – Forget pink and pretty, different is the new pretty.
Asha

#respect – Respect others and yourself to the benefit of the community.
Benjamin

#tryhard – Try your best in life.
Caitlin

#always – Always strive to be friendly and nice to others.
Cameron

#keepyourself – By knowing you can do something.
Charlize

#keepyourbestshot – Even if you know you won’t win.
Declan

#stayreal – Because you will regret it when you don’t.
Emily

#makeadifference – If you want a difference in the world, change it yourself.
Finn

#believeinyourself – Be the influencing person and make a change in the world.
Grace

#trynot – Never stop acting like yourself.
Jack

#uniteintheworld – Make the world a better place.
Jamal

#tryourhardest – Always strive to achieve what you want.
Jackson

#stopanimalcruelty – Treat animals the way you would like to be treated.
Jia

#donatetocharity – Donate to charities around the world.
Krissten

#animalalbino – Never give up on someone and know they can do anything you can.
Ksana

#teammore – Try hard to learn more.
Laura

#believe – Never give up, always have confidence in yourself.
Luke

#realisepotential – Let the world see you.
Madison

#donateincharity – Have a go and don’t give up.
Matthew

#blakonwhite – Different on the outside but same in all.
Matthias

#purposeotheadenfings – Always put purpose ahead of feelings.
Rexton

#stopbullying – Everyone should stop bullying all around the world. This hurts lots of people and eventually makes kids and people do bad things.
Rhea

#youcandoit – Don’t doubt your abilities.
Sophie

#mistakesaregood – If you make a mistake you learn. Everyone makes mistakes.
Travis

#lockup – Look up from your phone, shut down that display and start to live the real way.
Tyler
Early in Term 2, the Year 6s went to Boshack Outback to face a variety of challenges ranging from survival to falling out of trees.

We slept in large tents with our friends and maybe even some bugs. Every morning the staff were meant to wake us up at 7.00am, but most of us woke them up! We were anxious to find out what breakfast in the outback was like, but we had nothing to fear. Once we saw the pancakes, cereal and French toast, we knew that we would be completely at home (or maybe even better) with our meals.

We participated in activities during the day such as learning how to throw a boomerang, eating witchetty grubs, canoeing, orienteering (in the water as well), raft building, water purification and net fishing.

Every afternoon we had some free time to climb trees, relax, skim stones and practise for our Talent Show performance.

The Talent Show was held on the final night of camp. We were put into groups with our friends, and set with the task of rehearsing and performing to our peers. The teachers also got into the groove with Mr Collins and Mr Baptist (cleverly disguised as Sticks and Husha) singing a song too!

Following the performances we went outside and had a few minutes of silence, followed by Sticks singing a song about Jamie falling from a tree.

After four days, the exhausted Year 6s jumped on another bus and came back to All Saints’ College.

Jamie Lang and Ellen Smith
Year 6
The two Year 5 classes enjoyed our three-day Outdoor Learning experience in March.

We excitedly boarded a coach to travel to the Bickley campsite, with Mr Zaurs and Miss Harris leading the way.

After being briefed in the meeting area, we were split into four groups before heading on a bush walk and doing some charcoal art. The early evening activities and quiz were really enjoyable before we went to bed. But disaster struck while we were sleeping, when the smoke alarms went off for no particular reason, leaving us all very tired the next morning!

Thursday was filled with excitement as we participated in some fantastic activities including ‘Search and Rescue’, raft building, canoeing, a vertical challenge and the flying fox. Mrs Hailes gave us a lesson in screaming as she travelled on the flying fox and the vertical challenge was a great hit. That night we were buzzing like blowflies, because of the hoodwinking movie Hoodwinked.

The next morning some students decided to get ready for an early bird walk, but unfortunately due to the wind it was cancelled, so sadly we started packing instead. Our final activities and meals at Bickley made us forget our grief about leaving the wonderful campsite.

Although it didn’t seem long enough, it was our first camp experience for two nights. We can’t wait for next year!

Ashley Lance and Jacob Powell
Year 5

On Monday, 27 October we went on our first All Saints’ College camp experience.

As the bus arrived at the College, a crowd of excited Year 4s rushed on board, eager to begin our adventure.

We arrived at Point Walter around midday. The teachers, now deaf from the amount of excitement on the bus, led the students down to the river where we had lunch and learnt about Captain James Stirling. Did you know that Point Walter was named after Captain Stirling’s brother Walter?

Down at the foreshore, we separated into two groups. One group went fishing and the other went on a nature walk. After these activities we sorted out our dorms and then enjoyed a delicious dinner before watching the movie Champions.

The next day we were ready for another exciting day. When the teachers came and woke us up, we were already awake and running on the grass!

We finished our activities of flying fox, boat float and team games during the day and a bunch of tired Year 4s hopped on the bus.

Everyone learnt new things about themselves and each other on the Year 4 Outdoor Learning Program. We really enjoyed our stay and had so much fun, we can’t wait for next year!

Combined effort from the students of Year 4D & Finlay Balding and Benjamin Heatley
Year 4S
Interhouse Swimming Carnival

Students in Years 3 to 6 competed in the annual Interhouse Swimming Carnival, held in the College’s Aquatic Centre on 4 March 2014.

The final Junior School House results were:

**1st O’Connor**
**2nd Cowan**
**3rd Stirling**
**4th Murdoch**
**5th Durack**
**6th Forrest**

The use results were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>CHAMPION</th>
<th>RUNNER-UP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>Joshua Bartels</td>
<td>Benjamin Davies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>Ida Lewis</td>
<td>Jack Boden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>Joel Halley</td>
<td>Zoe Dallmore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Joel Halley</td>
<td>Georgia Stone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interhouse Cross Country Carnival

In the first week of Term 2, the inaugural whole-school Interhouse Cross Country Carnival took place on the College Oval.

The final Junior School House results were:

**1st O’Connor**
**2nd Cowan**
**3rd Durack**
**4th Stirling**
**5th Murdoch**
**6th Forrest**

The use results were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>CHAMPION</th>
<th>RUNNER-UP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>Mayowa Afolabi</td>
<td>Jack Boden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>BUSURA Oyewo</td>
<td>Zoe Dallmore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>Joel Halley</td>
<td>Joel Halley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Joel Halley</td>
<td>Georgia Stone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interhouse Athletics Carnival

Held in Week 8, Term 3 students in Kindergarten to Year 6 competed for the House Trophy at the Athletics Carnival.

The final Junior School House results were:

**1st O’Connor**
**2nd Cowan**
**3rd Forrest**
**4th Stirling**
**5th Murdoch**
**6th Durack**

The use results were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>CHAMPION</th>
<th>RUNNER-UP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>Mayowa Afolabi</td>
<td>Jack Boden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>BUSURA Oyewo</td>
<td>Zoe Dallmore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>Joel Halley</td>
<td>Joel Halley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Joel Halley</td>
<td>Georgia Stone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IPSHA SWIMMING

BACK ROW: Samantha White, Amy Morgan, Cameron Killmin, Flynn Gardner, Liam Robinson, Benjamin Coleman, Laura Ellis, Elly Commond

THIRD ROW: Charissa Scott, Alexandra O’Brien, Jacob Dean, Olivia Clingera, Aymide Olowokere, Cooper Lewis, Matthias Gault, Alex Saunders, Georgina Blevin

SECOND ROW: Bailey Hardy, Georgia Stone, Ashley Lancia, Seth Connor, Ethan Hipper, Cameron Webb, Lauren McVeigh, Louis Waldichen, Hannah Hiltz

FRONT ROW: Ben Headley, Mia Millward, William Mulcahy, Frayd Bolding, Rachel Vujovic, Joel Halley, Kyden Giliaud, Nave Hughes, Thomas Bartels

IPSHA CROSS COUNTRY

BACK ROW: Jacob Dean, Talitha Halley, Sydney Johnson, Madison Gauntlett, Jamal Fanaian, Ethan Siebel, Kristian Penny, Amy Morgan, Luis Alexander, Aymide Olowokere

FOURTH ROW: Kai Zettel, Seth Connor, Matthias Gault, Tanshaw Grewdon, Alex Murray, Cameron Tsang, Cooper Lewis, Alex Saunders, Georgina Blevin, Lauren McVeigh, Cameron Webb

THIRD ROW: Nave Hughes, Mayowa Afolabi, Bailey Hardy, Joel Halley, Elysaia Gault, Liam Fukumoto, Ashley Lancia, Lucas Lameri, Louis Waldichen, Frayd Bolding, Avery Willis, Ginger Williams-Buckanara


FRONT ROW: Jackson Bright, Joyia South, Busola Oyewo, Missaoo Yousif, Noah Jones, Brooke Tonkin, Charliise Brown, Raef Connor, Luke Tomlinson, Zoe Dallmore, Tamaka Kane, Ben Headley

IPSHA ATHLETICS

BACK ROW: Aymida Olowokere, Ellen Smith, Jessica Ellement, Jamal Fanaian, Flynn Gardner, Kristian Penny, Laura Ellis, Jamie Lang, Grace Lamont

THIRD ROW: Akeela Shababuddin, Liam Fukumoto, Seth Connor, Kai Zettel, Matthias Gault, Jacob Dean, Georgina Blevin, Lauren McVeigh, Rachel Cole Bailey Hardy

SECOND ROW: Jack Boden, Ashley Tsang, Oliver Kirby, Nave Hughes, Frayd Bolding, Georgia Stone, Zukara Ebrahim, Joel Halley, Mayowa Afolabi, Mei Thomson, John Condordio, Damilasu Oyewo

FRONT ROW: Ben Headley, Ayoade Olowokere, Zoe Dallmore, Mia Millward, Zeka Hart, Adelola Adeyeye, Busola Oyewo, Liam Mason, Jackson Bright
JUNIOR SCHOOL
SPORT

IPSHA AFL FOOTBALL
BACK ROW: Jacob Dean, Travis Gauntlett, Fynn Gardner, Alexander Clarke, Benjamin Coleman, Dhaarshina Krishnan Murthy, Luke Alexander
MIDDLE ROW: Cameron Webb, Beth Connor, Harrison Ion, Cooper Lewis, Matthias Gault, Trent Bergmans, Liam Fukumoto
FRONT ROW: Matthew Mulcahy, Marcus Wong, Marcus Lendi, Matthew Tomlinson, Zakaria Ibrahim, Aaron Masaryk, Harrison Laycock

IPSHA BASKETBALL
BACK ROW: Amy Morgan, Madison Gauntlett, Sophie Wyatt, Benjamin Coleman, Amy Stone, Fynn Gardner, Laura Ellis, Annabel Bright, Rami Hart
FRONT ROW: Marcus Wong, Matthias Gault, Alex Munro, Tahlia Halley, Emily Bingham, Grace Lamont, Cameron Tsang, Cameron Webb

IPSHA NETBALL
BACK ROW: Madison Gauntlett, Caillín de Wind, Jessica Elekment, Lani Robinson, Karaya Karapa, Kristen Penny, Meisha McKenzie
THIRD ROW: Alexandra O’Brien, Emily Bingham, Blair Smith, Amy Morgan, Annabel Bright, Olivia Clinken, Tahlia Halley, Aymode Oloesoro-
SECOND ROW: Alaina Livingston, Dakota Allen, Charli Scott, Alex Murray, Rose Ferriday, Samantha White, Aisha Burwood, Georgina Blein, Lauren McVeigh
FRONT ROW: Jasmine Phoebe, Sarah Lee, Elysha Gault, Fremla Ganson-Osto, Madita Gomes, Kelsey Biddulph, Isabella O’Connor, Cameron Hanson

IPSHA SOCCER
BACK ROW: James Lund, Cameron Kolias, Laura Ellis, Amy Stone, Sophie Wyatt, Ethan Sabel, Jamal Fanaian
THIRD ROW: Grace Lamont, Jeremy Ash, Tyler Mattiby, Jamila Lang, Sydney Johnson, Felix Greenhill, Cameron Tsang, Callum Stickells
SECOND ROW: Hannah Hiller, Rami Hart, Liam Dawson, Alex Saunders, Ama Parajape, Tannah Grovord, Kai Zettel, Louis Walkden
FRONT ROW: William Tomlinson, Robert De Kras, Jasper Saunders, Kian Hart, Roman Nanni, Oliver Kirkby, Matthew Berry

IPSHA HOCKEY
BACK ROW: Ashley Lance, Rachel Cole, Hannah Lynn, Tara Mishra, Hannah Gavreva, Lucas Larielle
FRONT ROW: Ashley Tsang, William Mulcahy, Bailey Hardy, Avery Willis

YEARS 3 TO 6 HOUSE SPORT
BACK ROW: Cameron Tsang, Jeremy Ash, James Bingham, Annabel Bright, Fynn Gardner, Dhaarshina Krishnan Murthy, Felix Greenhill, Callum Stickells, Cooper Lewis
FOURTH ROW: Rami Hart, Ashton Collins, Mathew Tomlinson, Tannah Grovord, Liam Fukumoto, Cameron Webb, Harrison Ion, Kai Zettel, Phina Athan, Spencer Jones
THIRD ROW: Joel Halley, Marcus Wong, Avery Willis, Bailey Hardy, Ashley Lance, Lucas Larielle, Noah Cross, Jacob Powell, Aaron Masaryk, Harrison Laycock, Robert De Kras
SECOND ROW: Kayla O’Connor, Julius Cleag, Raef Connor, Elly Gardiner, Kydan Obaud, Xavier D’Amore, Ashleigh Tsang, Siân Ngoc, Zeke Hart, Isabella O’Connor
FRONT ROW: Caselan Lu, Taj Cristifs, Miaoq Yuosat, Kian Hart, Haydn Webb, Jackson Bright, Joshua Chen
JUNIOR SCHOOL

CLUBS, GROUPS & ACTIVITIES

CHESS
BACK ROW: Marcus Lariki, Amav Paranjape, Samantha White, James Lund, Jamie Lang, Noah Cross, Hamish Hillier
FRONT ROW: Darian Chipchase, Tim White, Reini Hart, Julian Digg, Andrew Newton, Connor Young

GENIUS HOUR
LEFT TO RIGHT: Ashley Tsang, Joshua Chen, Spencer Jones, Cameron Tsang, Ksenya Kerapa, Isabella Chan, Elise Dymond, Remi Hart

GRAPHIC NOVELS
LEFT TO RIGHT: Caelan Lu, Mia Millward, Grace Wickham, Ashton Collins, Yan Liu, Connor Young, Liam Mason, Kate Hillier
JUNIOR SCHOOL
CLUBS, GROUPS & ACTIVITIES

HOMEWORK CLUB
BACK ROW: Callum Stickells, Luke Alexander, Travis Gauntlett, Jamie Lang, Alexander Clarke, Laura Ellis, Madison Gauntlett, Tehila Halley, Samantha White
THIRD ROW: Avery Willis, Sophia Young, Nen Hart, Charlotte Stone, Ji Lu, Patrick McPhail, Alex Saunders, Aaron Masaryk, Rachel Vukovic
SECOND ROW: Joshua Bartels, Kai Hart, Sean Ngaow, Finlay Balding, Jasper Saunders, Andrew Nairn, Joel Halley, Elijah Siebel, Thomas Bartels, Isa Lewis
FRONT ROW: Kate Cotham, Ben Hebatley, Tristan Clarke, Jasmine Phoebe, Raef Connor, Elsie Warmley, Misaaq Yousaf, Avery Yu, Ashleigh Gunn

PROP MAKING
BACK ROW: Emily Bingham, Olivia Clinckers, Carlin da Wind, Ksenya Kerapa, Amy Stone, Kristian Paney, Elly Oymond, Cameron Tsang
MIDDLE ROW: James Ganeison-Oats, Tori Artyj, Hannah Greaves, Asha Burevod, Cooper Lewis, Jeremy Ash, Charlotte Stone, Charlotte Shaw, Sophie Young
FRONT ROW: Jackson Bright, Abbey Passans, Charlotte Brown, Ashley Tsang, Damilola Oyeowo, Eleanor Murray, Mia Millward, Hamish Hiller

READERS’ CHALLENGE
LEFT TO RIGHT: Alexandra O’Brien, Jamie Lang, James Lund, Ms Gasi Evershed, Cameron Kolinac, Ellen Smith, Matthew Berry

ROBOTICS
LEFT TO RIGHT: Matthias Gault, Cameron Tsang, Jamal Fanaian, Laura Ellis, Sophie Wyatt, Ksenya Kerapa, Felix Greenhill, Alex Saunders

MORNING AND AFTERNOON FITNESS
BACK ROW: Cooper Lewis, Samantha White, Travis Gauntlett, Jamie Lang, Ethan Siebel, Lari Robinson, Fynn Gardner, Laura Ellis, Madison Gauntlett, Tehila Halley, Cameron Tsang
THIRD ROW: Lauren McVeigh, Kai Zettie, Asha Burevod, Cameron Webb, Ethan Hipper, Hunter Shaw, Hannah Greaves, Ashton Collins, Alex Saunders, Tannah Groveron, Seth Connor, Lian Fukumoto
SECOND ROW: John Condidorio, Elly Gardner, Ginger Williams, Euckenia, Joel Halley, James Ganeison-Oats, Lucas Lemire, Byzha Gault, Noah Cross, Jasper Saunders, Tim White, Finlay Balding, New Hughes
FRONT ROW: Hayden Webb, Isa Lewis, Raef Connor, Eleanor Murray, Ashley Tsang, Campbell Bright, Damilola Oyeowo, Jade Wheeler, Sean Ngaow, Zoe Dalimore, Jackson Bright
JUNIOR SCHOOL
CLUBS, GROUPS & ACTIVITIES

SCIENCE CLUB
BACK ROW: Tim White, Marcus Lamsik, Tori Akyi, Joshua Bolton, Yan Liu, Noah Cross, Marcus Wong THIRD ROW: Rustia Oyewopo, Abby Philips, Grace Widham, Lachlan Buchan, Lucas Lawrie, Damiolu Oyewopo, Connor Young, Ayodele Obwookers SECOND ROW: Stella Herrman, Riya Singh, Taj Crofts, Jack Boden, Kate Bailey, Missaq Yousef, Aaliyah Kadir, Kate Cottram FRONT ROW: Darian Chipchase, Isabelle Chen, Liam Mason, Joshua Chen, Gaolain Lu, Megan Smith, Avery Yu

TOURNAMENT OF MINDS
LEFT TO RIGHT: Harry Watson, Tiant Bergmans, Jarred Lang, Meisha McKenzie, Asha Burwood, AlJay Lance

JUNIOR SCHOOL
PERFORMING ARTS
JUNIOR SCHOOL
PERFORMING ARTS

DANCE
The Junior School Dance Program in 2014 has endeavoured to foster the development of creative, physical and artistic skills and responses in the students. The children work to develop self-confidence in communicating ideas through shapes made by their bodies, choreographing short routines and performing for their peers.

The primary focus this year has been the development of technical and compositional skills within a social context. Young children learn the basics of dance through group work and dance games, while older children explore the elements of dance in cooperative class and group activities.

As 2014 was the year of the Junior School Concert Kakadu Dreaming, class dance was showcased on the stage of the beautiful Centre for Performing Arts. In addition, the co-curricular Dance students performed their work at the College Dance Concert The Unknown, alongside the Senior School Dance students.

Miss Erin Kerr
Dance Teacher

DRAMA
This year, students in both Years 5 and 6 were provided the opportunity to develop their personal expression and confidence through a Drama Program. These programs provide a great opportunity to combine verbal and physical skills as a means of communicating artistically.

Through improvisation, play-building and performance, students are encouraged to challenge their own boundaries and support the growth of others. The Year 5s explored vocal dynamics and character physicality and also performed “Garden of Gold” for the Year 5 Exhibition. Year 6 students focused on musical theatre, script interpretation and manipulation, and performed a variety of scenes reflecting life in Kakadu as a part of this year’s Junior School Concert.

Ms Megan Watson
Performing Arts Teacher

MUSIC
Music in the Junior School is a holistic and inclusive program, facilitating creativity while engaging in speech rhymes, choral music, folk dancing and instrumental work.

The 2014 Junior School Concert Kakadu Dreaming involved all students from Pre-Primary to Year 6, depicting the six Kakadu seasons through Dance, Drama and Music. The concert concluded with a spectacular Years 3 to 6 finale, singing Sherelle Eyre’s Kakadu.

Students from Kindergarten to Year 6 have the opportunity to receive tuition in all orchestral instruments as well as Piano, Voice, Drums and Guitar. Students in Year 3 have the opportunity to play a string instrument, while all students in Year 5 are provided with the opportunity to learn a wind band instrument.

The co-curricular programs, which include four choirs, two wind bands and three string ensembles, complement the classroom curriculum and provide further opportunity to engage in active music making and performance.

Ms Eboney Nheu-Leong
Junior School Music Teacher
JUNIOR SCHOOL
PERFORMING ARTS

SAINTS’ VOICES (YEARS 5 AND 6)
BACK ROW: Olivia Clinkers, Jessica Elleman, Jamal Fanaian, Lani Robinson, Sophie Hyatt, James Lund, Dharmshina Krishnan Murthi
THIRD ROW: Hannah Gravelle, Hannah Ion, Tara Mishra, Ayomide Olubookere, Amy Morgan, Emily Bingham, Alexandra O’Brien, Asha Burwood
SECOND ROW: Kian Hart, Lucas Lawrie, Rémi Hart, Charli Scott, Pheas Aitken, Alana Lexington, Sophia Young, Rachel Cole, Louis Walkden
FRONT ROW: Jasmine Phoebe, Jasmine Laycock, Avery Willis, Kelsey Biddulph, Ashley Lancer, Sarah Lee, Robert De Kreea, Cameron Hanson

SAINTS’ STRING ENSEMBLE
BACK ROW: Marcus Wong, Robert De Kreea, Rachel Cole, Ian Smith, Sarah Lee, Julius Clegg
FRONT ROW: Isabelle Chen, Joshua Chen, Cameron Tsang, Elsye Dymond, Jasmine Laycock, Caitlin Lu, Ashley Tsang, Mrs Thia Koko

1. Kaitlyn Martin (Pre-Primary) 2. ‘Flower Study II’ (Year 4) 3. Jake Heatley (Year 1) 4. Kelsey Biddulph (Year 5) 5. Xavier Damonse (Year 3)
JUNIOR SCHOOL ART

6. Jamal Fanai & Travis Gaurdlett 'Superfish' (Year 6)
7. Jamie Lang & Tyler McDonald 'Cycnustacean' (Year 6)
8. Benjamin Coleman 'No Sensa' (Year 6)
9. Molly Turner (Kindergarten)
10. Noah Bergmans (Year 1)
11. Ayomide Ololowookere (Year 5)
12. Wale Laracy (Pre-Primary)
13. Alexander Macklin (Year 2)
14. Hanna Mellos (Year 1)
15. Elly Gardner (Year 6)
16. Kery Cao (Year 3)
17. Matthew Tamlinson (Year 5)
18. Pre-Primary K
19. Cerys Webb (Year 1)
20. Jorja South (Year 3)
21. Pre-Primary
22. Kindergarten Flowers
23. Ashleigh Gurn (Year 3)
24. Josh Wilja (Year 1)
25. Tara Molina (Year 5)
26. Jessica Kim (Year 2)
27. Lauren McVeigh (Year 5)
28. Charlie Brown (Year 6)
29. Annabel Bright & Ethan Sietse 'Predator' (Year 6)
30. Abigail Tal (Pre-Primary)
FROM THE DEAN OF TEACHING AND LEARNING

In keeping with Goal 1 of our Strategic Plan, our continued focus on optimised student learning has resulted in a significant number of students being recognised with fabulous academic successes in all Learning Areas and cocurricular activities, and across all year groups, consistently throughout 2014.

Underpinned by our Pedagogical Statement, our diverse, interesting and rigorous learning programs are intentionally student-centred, technologically sophisticated and pedagogically excellent. It is these programs which help to produce the self-confident, inquiring, independent, tolerant, positive, well-rounded boys and girls who characterise our student population.

Ably led by each Head of Department, all Learning Areas have undertaken to enhance our culture of collaborative collegiality by adopting the ‘Smart Building’ educational philosophies and practices as espoused by the Academy-in-Residence over the past two years, Professors Erica McWilliam and Peter Taylor. Specific and agreed learning goals are determined by learning teams and subsequent reflective, collaborative practices have specifically helped to enhance teaching and learning. As a fundamental component of ‘Smart Building’, teachers are engaged in authentic professional conversations focused on continuous improvement of pedagogical practices and varied and contemporary methods of curriculum delivery.

The College aims to make learning ‘personally significant’ in a ‘high challenge/low threat environment’. We acknowledge that students all learn differently and we continually reflect on new and exciting ways in which we can engage the diverse learners in our community. This year, many subjects have embarked on ‘flip learning’ whereby the students first study the topic by themselves, typically using video lessons prepared by the teacher. In class, students apply the knowledge by solving problems and doing practical work. The teacher assists the students when they require help, rather than imparting the initial lesson in person. We have also undertaken an innovative and unique cross-curricular project between English, Visual Arts and Performing Arts on Visual Literacy. Improved student outcomes in all three Learning Areas are anticipated because of this innovative and pedagogically rich project.

As a specific offshoot of Goal 1 of the Strategic Plan (Optimised Student Learning), teachers from Years 3 to 10 have broadly ‘mapped’ the curriculum in all Learning Areas. They have identified the content covered, the requisite processes and skills, and the assessments of learning which are covered in each Learning Area for each year group. The published results of this exercise will immediately identify and highlight the scope and sequence of the whole-College curriculum, and they will also enhance ongoing, systemic, immediate and long-range curriculum planning and curriculum change where necessary.

The College is committed to sustained and continuous academic improvement for all our students. To facilitate this we have teams of rigorously-selected, high-quality teachers, support and administrative staff. We sincerely thank the dedicated, professional and caring staff who all contribute in their own way to making the ASC academic experience so meaningful, memorable and exceptional.

Mrs Toni Dale
Dean of Teaching and Learning

FROM THE DEAN OF STUDENT WELLBEING

2014 was my first year as Dean of Student Wellbeing, and the first year of the role itself.

The new position allowed me and the Wellbeing Team to consider preventative rather than reactive strategies, and how we best equip students with the skills to cope with challenging situations. Wellbeing is a positive word and I believe there is great potential to provide a supportive, healthy and encouraging environment for our students at the College.

A highlight for me this year was attending – with our Dean of Junior School Ms Penelope Crane – the Greater Good Science Centre Summer Institute for Educators held at the University of California. We are grateful for the generosity of the College Foundation in making it possible for us to attend the Institute. What we learned has the potential to offer another dimension to our students’ experience of school and add to their overall wellbeing.

Upon my arrival back at the College this year, I took a particular interest in Service Learning and introduced our community to the Disabled Surfers’ Association Day at Leighton Beach in March. The students, staff and parents involved assisted people with disabilities enjoy a day surfing at the beach and they loved the opportunity to help others in need. Throughout the year, a number of students and families were actively involved – in partnership with the Bull Creek-Learning Parish – in collecting non-perishable food, sorting it, packing it into hampers and then delivering these to families in our local and wider communities. They had a big impact on the lives of others in need through this activity. All Saints’ students and their families have an abundance of empathy and compassion for others, and we will continue to provide opportunities like these for members of our community.

The House system and the Transition Program, continue to provide great support for our students. The variety of activities and the spirit in which involvement is encouraged enable students to make connections to others, which is a strong protective factor for their wellbeing. Staff who are responsible for the Pastoral Care of our students do a wonderful job helping them to negotiate obstacles and overcome challenges which may arise throughout the year. The role of Tutors, Heads of House and the Transition Program is key in this Pastoral Care structure, and I thank those staff for their tireless efforts on behalf of the students.

The 2014 Student Council were a great team and worked effectively to give other students in the College a voice. They organised many events which engaged students and also supported worthwhile charities. The leadership they showed and the role modelling they provided to others are impressive. They were fine representatives of our students and the College in their roles.

I am looking forward to continuing to develop initiatives to improve student wellbeing as we move in to 2015, and thank the College community for its support on my return to All Saints’ this year.

Mr Steven Davies
Dean of Student Wellbeing
We began our high school careers in the same class in 2009, and now, in our final year at All Saints’, we served together as College Captains. This year has been both a challenging and rewarding experience, one that we will never forget.

It has been a pleasure to lead such a wonderful and proactive Student Council. The Leadership Camp gave us our first opportunity to work as a cohesive team, enabling strong bonds to be forged. The Student Council with support from the whole College has enabled a multitude of events to occur this year. We have aimed to raise awareness and promote learning in areas outside the classroom, specifically through events such as Close the Gap Day and a whole-College fitness session.

It is important in any position of leadership to maintain a balance between the role, school, family and friends. At times this can be overwhelming, and sacrifices do need to be made to maintain this balance. However, this has proven to be a valuable learning experience and one that we can draw on in our future endeavours.

We are honoured to have been the leaders of such an extraordinary College, where there is so much talent and an abundance of nurturing and caring relationships. We would especially like to thank the staff and our fellow students for your support during our term as College Captains. We hope that our own contribution has been of value to the All Saints’ community.

Daniel Lambert and Kristina Lang
Year 12

FIFTH ROW: Jacqueline Suen, Jack McCarthy, Amy Neil, Georgie Kirke, Alexander Coleman, Benjamin Chia, Jackson White, Joshua Nicholls, Theodora Kenworthy-Green, Calum Whalley, Lauren Looney, Angela Watts, Jan Tan, Naith Doherty
FOURTH ROW: Xin Jie Tan, Paige Rottman, Olivia Russell, Arlit Akins, William Litchfield, Georgia Khinsoe, Loyalh Mcnair, Andy Law, Daxina Daudu, Hannah Thomtir, Tiffany Verja, Lani Ticks, Chelsea Lowman, Jonathan Tjandra, Owen Wright
THIRD ROW: Lauren Huddy, Zalina Shyma, Gracia White, Amy Meacham, Zita Orman, Taisa Rodman, Joelle Kenworthy-Green, Jamison Baird, Veronika Pinnuchara, Sarah Kirke, Alex Crawford, Madeleine Crawford, Eva Joko, Sarah Leves, Megan Fiorey, Alyssa Lee
SECOND ROW: Kane Orvis, Jordanna Paterson, Shannon Watts, Gena Mickle, Bianca Lambert, Kirby Johnson
FRONT ROW: Jojhyrane Tjandra, Vani Sivakumar, Alexandra Spaulding, Marjorie Mol, Laura Tan, Kyra Bedford-Thomas, Mr Steven Davies, Daniel Lambert, Kristina Lang, Ms Balinda Provis, Rebecca Radley, Eva Crawford, Bali John, Naith Cummins, Aileen Choong, Jesslyn Tyrist

ABSENT: Lily Tyler, William Arndt, Will MacFarlane, Daniel Cumming, Emma Bagley, Lashindri Waniagaskira, Olivia Snadden

FROM THE COLLEGE CAPTAINS
2014 has been another successful year for All Saints’ College’s academic program.

Peer Tutoring has continued this year, and it was wonderful to see so many students either offering their services or taking advantage of this fantastic program. Its value cannot be emphasised strongly enough. It aims to build a strong academic foundation for students, which is a necessity for excellence in their future studies. It is also an opportunity for senior students to develop effective communication skills, as well as their own understanding of the subject(s) they are tutoring. I’m sure it will continue to grow, and I hope even more students will take part in it next year.

The weekly Tutor Group Quizzes have continued from last year, with students engaging in questions from core subject areas to word puzzles and brain teasers. The focus of the quizzes is to bring students together through academia, and to promote interest.

This was also the first year the donATAR program was introduced into the College. It is a program specific to Year 12, where each student pledges to donate a percentage of theirATAR score to a charity of their choice. This is a way for students to make their score more meaningful by giving back to the community, after the years of education with which they were provided. It is also a fantastic way of illustrating the various areas within our community that need our help, without requiring us to pour cold water over ourselves.

I wish all the students of the College the best of luck in their future studies and extracurricular activities. It has been a privilege serving as the 2014 Academic Captain, and I am sure the College’s academic program will continue to grow and flourish.

Benjamin Chia
Year 12

The 2014 sporting year kicked off with a fundraiser, which we hope will become an annual event. ‘Thursday Guernsey’ allowed students to wear their favourite sporting guernsey to school for a gold coin donation and to participate in a whole-College fitness event. This was a way to promote a healthy lifestyle through physical activity while also supporting a worthwhile cause, the Heart Foundation.

This year has been another exciting year for After-school Sport. Teams competed in a range of sports including Water Polo, European Handball and Volleyball to name a few. We had great participation from students in Years 7 to 10 and plenty of help from the Year 11 and 12s, who gave up their time to coach and umpire the teams creating a supportive sporting environment that everyone thoroughly enjoyed.

All Saints’ competed in the highest ‘A’ Division at all three Interschool ACC Carnivals this year. We came a commendable second place at the ACC Swimming Carnival, eleventh place at the ACC Cross Country and sixth at the ACC Athletics. Well done to our athletes for their commitment to training and impressive results at these carnivals.

The Staff vs Student matches held in Term 3 were a great hit. The best of the Year 12 cohort squared-up against formidable staff in games of Soccer, Volleyball and Basketball. There was also a very entertaining Soccer Tournament, to parallel the FIFA World Cup. This spectacular event involved teams of four from across all year groups battling it out for top position and attracted football fans from all over the College. It was a close finish that saw Costa Rica going down 1 - 0 to Ghana in the final.

Theodore Kenworthy-Groen and Mackenzie Long
Year 12

Amongst the many activities All Saints’ College conducts every year, I had the wonderful opportunity of organising the Youth Groups, held twice a term. These events were always successful, with a wonderful turnout from students in Years 7 to 9, helped and supported by senior volunteers and Mrs von Dietze.

Throughout the year, the College community had many opportunities to benefit the disadvantaged and less fortunate in the community, namely the Food Drive, Salvation Army Red Shield Door Knock Appeal and the Disabled Surfers Association. All of these events were remarkably successful, especially the Red Shield Appeal, where over 30 volunteers raised more than $2600 of much needed money, showing the ability of our community to help others.

In the rush of our everyday lives, whether getting to the next class or cramming for a test, it is easy for us to forget how truly fortunate we are in the quality of our lives, being able to attend a school like All Saints’. It is at moments like this that we must remember those in our community who are less fortunate, and what we can do to aid those in need.

Angelo Watts
Year 12

A question I am often asked is: “What does the Friendly Schools Captain do?”

The first Friendly Schools Captain was appointed in 2011, so I am the third person to have held this role. Recently I was on the panel interviewing the prospective 2015 Friendly Schools Captains and it wasn’t until then that I truly understood what the role means and what my part has been in fulfilling it.

I understand now that the role is still forming and evolving; that each Captain has written a new chapter in the ‘manual’ of what is required to be Friendly Schools Captain, and I’m sure whoever my successor is for 2015 will do the same.

This year I have focused on cyber-safety by adding a more rigid and regular schedule to the cyber-safety emails. I also encouraged students to understand the messages I was conveying, firstly, through the ‘wacky’ quotes at the end of my emails which expanded into the quote competition, and then the Canteen voucher competition.

However, I know that what I did this year is not the pinnacle of what Friendly Schools can be and that Mr Davies has plans for next year with a wider, more pastoral view, which I believe will be the new chapter for next year’s Captain.

It has been a great experience and honour to be the 2014 Friendly Schools Captain and I hope that what I have done this year has helped people understand exactly what the position entails. I think the true answer to the question is: “We’ll just have to wait and see where next year’s Captain takes it”

James Drane
Year 12
This year has been busy in the Performing Arts Department, to put it lightly.

In Music, there have been a number of recitals and concerts which have showcased the talents of All Saints’ College students in the various musical groups. This year’s Rockfest highlighted our students’ great skills in contemporary music, with the Year 12 band performing for the final time and sweeping their peers away.

The College Production Sweet Charity was a great success, with participation from students in Years 8 to 12 bringing to life a great musical. We could not have achieved this without the extensive help and direction from the Performing Arts staff.

The College has had numerous Artists-in-Residence throughout the year. The Song Company workshoped with the College choirs for a week in March and concluded with an amazing performance in the Centre for Performing Arts. Some students from Saints’ Voices were even lucky enough to perform with them on the night.

The Ochre Contemporary Dance Company also visited the College and mentored Dance students for three terms this year. This collaboration inspired the All Saints’ dancers which reflected in their performances at The Unknown Dance Concert held in August.

Taigh Macdonald and Joshua Nicolls
Year 12
Cowan House

2014 has been a very special year for Cowan House. We began with a triumphant win at the Interhouse Swimming Carnival, ending a 10-year drought. The success continued in other events including the Interhouse Quiz, Spelling and Chess, where students had the opportunity to compete for Cowan.

At the inaugural whole-College Interhouse Cross Country Carnival, Cowan brought home a victory. After impressive results from both Junior School and Senior School students, Cowan claimed the overall Champion Shield and made history as the first house ever to win this title.

Moving into Term 3, Cowan students again showed their talent which resulted in a second place win at the Interhouse Athletics Carnival. This was a dramatic improvement from past years and made for a very memorable carnival for the staff and students alike.

Cowan also contributed to the wider community through the Food Hamper project, where the generous members of our House donated non-perishable food items to those in need, and the Room to Read fundraiser. Both events were great successes, and we credit this to the outstanding members of Cowan.

We have been honoured to captain the remarkable Cowan House this year, alongside the unparalleled leadership of Mr Lanigan. The experiences that we have had not only as house Captains, but also as students through the years, have created memories which will last a lifetime, and for this we credit the incredible staff and students in Cowan.

Olivia Russell and Liam Trolio
Year 12
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Year 12
At the end of 2013, we began our roles as House Captains with a mixture of excitement, anticipation and fear, hoping that we would be able to follow in the footsteps of our inspiring predecessors. There is no House quite like Durack, and this fact became evident this year.

We knew from the start that it would be difficult to surpass the success of last year, given that we were the recipients of the 2013 P&F House Shield. However, the talented ‘Durackians’ again showed their prowess from the beginning of the year with a respectable second place finish in the Interhouse Swimming Carnival.

Participation in all other Interhouse Carnivals and After-school Interhouse Sport was commendable, with fourth and third place finishes in the Interhouse Cross Country and Athletics Carnivals respectively. Emphasis was always placed on filling all events and giving everything a try. It was fantastic to note that on many occasions, students willingly went outside of their comfort zone, not always on many occasions, students willingly went outside of their comfort zone, not always.

Interhouse endeavours such as Chess, debating, quiz and spelling, with first place finishes in the Interhouse Cross Country and Athletics Carnivals respectively. Emphasis was always placed on filling all events and giving everything a try. It was fantastic to note that on many occasions, students willingly went outside of their comfort zone, not always.
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FORREST HOUSE
In 2014, Forrest House students continued to demonstrate their willingness to 'give everything a go', exemplifying strong House spirit through team work and participating with enthusiasm. As House Captains we aimed to achieve a number of goals. These included encouraging all students to participate in the wide range of House activities, maintaining a supportive and nurturing environment within the House, and providing opportunities for students to be connected.

Developing strong relationships between all students began with the Year 7 and 8 House and Orientation Days. Here the members of the House Council welcomed the newest members of the Senior School to Forrest House. This development continued through involvement in sporting carnivals, cultural events, Interhouse Sport and Tutor Group, where students had the opportunity to develop friendships and work with others beyond their own age group.

Forrest House continues to pride itself on 100 per cent participation, leaving no event or activity unfilled. This is a testament to the support and encouragement of our senior student coaches, House Council members and the commitment of our participants. We are thrilled that Forrest House was the recipient of the Interhouse Sports Shield in Term 2.

A supportive and nurturing environment was maintained through the Forrest House Grapevines. Here the good news and achievements of House members were regularly appalled at our meetings. This served to enhance awareness and a sense of community amongst the House. Birthday cards and well wishes were delivered to all members of the House to celebrate their special day. As House Captains, we enjoyed making these special deliveries and speaking with students on a one-to-one basis.

Year 9 and 10 students engaged in breakfast meetings that addressed the topics 'The messages we send and the impact they have', 'What it really means to be tough and assertive', and 'How to be decisive but not nasty'.

Forrest House continued to give back and support the wider community by contributing to the Wheelchairs for Kids charity. This was done by collecting aluminium which is used to fund and build wheelchairs for those less fortunate. We are pleased that this initiative also encourages environmental sustainability through recycling.

Congratulations to the Forrest House community, as it has been an excellent year. A special thank you to Ms Haendel, members of the House Council and Tutors for their support and dedication throughout the year.

Madeleine Crawford and Rebecca Radny
Year 12
MURDOCH
HOUSE
What defined Murdoch House this year was the extraordinary energy and passion our members demonstrated in every challenge presented to them. We left our mark on the athletics track, on the stage and in the wider community.

2014 was a grand year for Murdoch, with some great successes across a range of activities. We claimed victory in the Senior School Interhouse Cross Country and Athletics Carnivals, as well as the Battle of the House Choirs. With solid participation in all Interhouse activities, the students of Murdoch are commended for their efforts and achievements.

Murdoch's achievements were not just on campus either. This year, our house put an emphasis on community service with the Salvation Army Red Shield Door to Door Knock Appeal, the Food Drive and the Special Air Service Trust (SAS) BBQ fundraiser. The Red Shield Appeal highlighted the dedication of our students who gave up a Sunday morning to raise money for the Salvation Army. As House Captains, we set about raising awareness of the troubles many Australian War Veterans face day to day, a topic which has not been focused on before. We saw to this with great success, raising more than $600 for the SAS Trust and extending this awareness during the ANZAC Day Chapel services.

Murdoch has throughout the year proven to be a dedicated and strong house, with many of our students taking full advantage of the opportunities provided. Each member has contributed to the cohesion of our house and it has been fantastic building new ties with students across all year groups. Furthermore, Murdoch students show enthusiasm and enjoyment in all activities they apply themselves to – the essence of house spirit.

Isaac Stephenson and Xin Jie Tan
Year 12

FROM THE MURDOCH HOUSE CAPTAINS
This year has been an incredible one for O’Connor. We are very proud of what our House has achieved and we are sad to be leaving, but we know O’Connor will continue to strive for success in the future.

The first Interhouse competition was the Swimming Carnival. With some strong performances and participation, O’Connor achieved fifth place. Also early in the year, O’Connor proudly secured first place in the Summer After-school Sport Competition. Congratulations to all the students who participated and contributed to this achievement.

It was amazing to see members of the Junior and Senior School run together with yellow-coloured zinc stripes on their faces in the first ever whole-College Interhouse Cross Country Carnival. We attained some fantastic results, with the Senior School O’Connor team achieving third place.

Last but not least, our final carnival this year, Interhouse Athletics, was definitely one for the record books. O’Connor proudly secured first place in the Interhouse competition, was definitely one for the record books. We know that the O’Connor team will continue to grow and we are so lucky to have been able to share this year with you – and remember, no empty lanes!

Georgie Kirke and Paige Pittorino
Year 12
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STIRLING
HOUSE
It has always been said that the spirit shown by Stirling is something that cannot be found elsewhere. We as House Captains are truly proud to have been leaders of such a unique group of individuals, whose relationship with one another is admirable.

The year began with the Interhouse Swimming Carnival, which proved to be Stirling’s greatest challenge. With the organisation shown by the councillors, dedication and willingness from all members, we as a House competed in every single event and swam to the best of our ability – proving the eagerness Stirling has for competition.

The After-school Interhouse Sport Competition was next on the list and couldn’t be done without the outstanding commitment of Stirling students. The overwhelming number of participants and coaches who volunteered to give up their Thursday afternoons over the semester is something we and Mrs White hold high. Forfeits due to lack of numbers were never a problem, as we showed enthusiasm, ability and a positive attitude towards the activity. We wish to thank everyone who participated during the year and credit everybody’s hardwork and dedication.

Asking students to participate in debating, Chess, Quiz and Spelling was never a difficult task as many students expressed their support towards house activities.

As a council, we decided to work with the Headspace organisation to help brighten the lives of young people aged 12 to 22 with mental illnesses, anxiety or depression, by writing thoughtful letters and creating a ‘Wall of Hope’. The wall is displayed in the waiting room of the Headspace office to allow young people to read letters of support.

On behalf of the Year 12s, we thank Mrs White for making the past couple of years the most memorable experience of our lives. If there were one word to describe this year’s council, it would be “outstanding”. The House and All Saints’ value your hard work and service, and it is clear that the College has an abundant source of future leaders in their hands.

The ‘Stirling Spirit’ is something that is mentioned all the time but cannot be fully understood unless you are in our House. It sums up all the different attributes that each unique individual contributes, which makes it a tight-knit community.

It is the reason why we represent Stirling and wear the blue shirt.

Arif Atkins and Jacqueline Soon

Year 12
YEAR 10

YEAR 11
In the Transition Program for Year 7 and 8 students, Semester 1 focuses on settling in and learning more about one another, academic expectations and the processes of the College. Semester 2 aims to build on this to broaden relationships and further develop learning strategies.

Providing a wide range of academic and pastoral opportunities with incursions, excursions and guest speakers throughout the year remains a central focus. Our students also continued to perform well in external competitions in Mathematics and Science. It is always wonderful to watch the performances of the Year 7 and 8s at the number of Performing Arts events, knowing that they will be able to develop their skills to the same high levels reached by senior students.

This year saw a change in the Year 7 Outdoor Learning Program to reflect the College’s aim for the students to “form relationships in, with and through the outdoors”.

**Transition Program**

Year 7s were based at Forest Edge Waroona, with a group of students hiking out each night to sleep under a canvas with Mr Zaurs and go fishing at Waroona Dam the next morning. They built on skills acquired at the Team Building Camp held earlier in the year.

Many thanks to the 2014 Tutors:

**Year 7V** – Miss Mona Lingensjo
**Year 7Y** – Miss George Eddington
**Year 7Z** – Mr Mitch Jamieson

**Year 8V** – Dr David Wauge
**Year 8W** – Ms Vanessa Kirkham
**Year 8X** – Mr Ben Basell
**Year 8Y** – Mr Jonathan Bolt
**Year 8Z** – Mr Gordon Galli

**Peer Support**

Putting trust in your peers and falling into their arms hoping they will catch you, isn’t usually how you would start a Thursday morning.

But for many Year 8s this was quite normal during Term 2, when they participated in the College’s Peer Support Program.

In each House, selected Year 11 students guided the Year 8s through exciting and challenging activities from trust falls to ‘giants, wizards and elves’.

The Year 11 leaders would teach the Year 8s how to play these educational games and then the younger students would give it a go. After the games, we would ask the Year 8s questions about how the games reflected real life.

At the conclusion of the Peer Support Program, every student involved would agree that much was achieved. Amazing bonds and friendships have been formed within the Year 8 cohort, and also between the Year 11s and their younger peers.

Katelyn Hann

Year 11
A buzz of excitement and nerves filled the Gate 4 lawns, as 140 Year 7 students and 15 teachers waited anxiously to begin our Outdoor Learning Program (OLP).

The four-day experience began on Tuesday, 23 September when we departed the College for a 90-minute journey to Forest Edge Recreational Camp in Waroona.

Upon our arrival, we were briefed and had a quick lunch before the groups divided to complete the first of the activities.

Each group completed 10 activities during the week, with assistance from the Forest Edge staff. These included low ropes, orienteering, abseiling, screen printing and fishing, to name a few. We also helped serve meals, performed science experiments, played competitive basketball games with the teachers, and tested our general knowledge with a quiz. Each group also had to spend one night camping in tents, enjoying an authentic outdoor experience.

All of the activities were challenging and not only made us work physically, but also mentally. Many of us had to conquer several fears and we couldn’t have done that without the encouragement and support of our fellow classmates and group leaders.

At the conclusion of the OLP, we had made many new friends, tested our strength and reached beyond what we thought were our limits. It was a great experience, one which we will cherish for many years to come.

Grace Hoes
Year 7
**YEAR 8 OLP**

On 26 May 2014, the Year 8s arrived at the Mornington campsite for a five-day Outdoor Learning Program (OLP).

During the day we participated in many activities, including high ropes and low ropes courses, crate climbing and orienteering. Then at night we enjoyed a movie, completed a quiz and had a games competition.

A highlight for many was the overnight camp, where each House group left the cohort to sleep in tents. We also had the opportunity to cook our own meals and toast marshmallows on a campfire. On our way back to the main campsite, we helped the local environment by digging up an invasive plant.

My favourite moment was when Stirling House group left the cohort to sleep in tents. We house and prepare us for our next year.

**Thomas Yang**
Year 8

---

**YEAR 9 OLP**

The Year 9 cohort faced the Collie and Dwellingup Outdoor Learning Programs (OLP) in Week 10 of Term 1.

The weather was fine and the temperature mild all week, perfect conditions for the activities which included white water rafting, mountain biking, hiking, orienteering, canoeing and abseiling.

For the Collie campers, white water rafting was an exhilarating highlight for many while at Dwellingup, mountain biking was testing yet widely enjoyed. The hikes provided the best opportunities to observe the wild flora and fauna. Abseiling down a natural rock face brought a whole new challenge for Collie campers, having only tackled artificial abseiling towers in the past. All the activities were designed to test us physically and mentally by pushing us out of our comfort zones.

Courage was not the only thing gained during the week. We also learned many new skills including how to set up tents, whip up a quick meal, how to use a map and compass to navigate, and most importantly teamwork skills.

The Year 9 OLP provided a great opportunity to create new friendships and have some fun. On behalf of all Year 9 campers, we would like to thank Mr Young, Mr Beath and all the staff who helped to make the adventure such a success.

**William Litchfield and Eve Nolin**
Year 9

---

FRENCH EXCHANGE TOUR

After months of anticipation, 11 Year 10 French students – as well as Miss Lingerejo and Mr Langford-Smith – met at Perth airport for a once in a lifetime experience.

On 5 April, we boarded a plane for France and began our Language Exchange Tour. After a long flight we arrived in Nice and met our host families, with whom we would be staying with for two weeks.

During our stay in Nice we attended school, which was a very different experience but we thoroughly enjoyed it all the same.

As well as attending school, we went on some incredible excursions as a group and with our host families during the weekend. As a group we explored Nice, went to Monaco, Eze, St Paul de Vance and Aix en the Alpes – which was the first time many of us had seen snow. With our hosts many of us went to Italy, as well as various cities around France.

On 19 April, our stay in Nice came to an end and our next stop was Paris. In the capital city, we took the Metro to various places including the Eiffel Tower, the Champs Elysées, Versailles and the Louvre. Unfortunately the experience came to an end seven days later.

I know I can speak on behalf of the others when I say this was one of the best experiences of our lives and our French improved immensely.

**Olivia Smyth**
Year 10

---

**POLITICS & LAW TOUR**

Arriving at the airport at 4.00am was a challenge, but the excitement about travelling to Canberra for the Politics and Law Tour outweighed the fatigue.

Twenty-three Year 11 students met Mr Brown and Mrs White at the airport on 15 June 2014 to begin the trip of a lifetime.

In Canberra we visited many places including the Australian Electoral Commission, the old and current Parliament Houses, the High Court, art galleries and the Australian NASA complex.

We met many influential people including the Member for Tangney, Dr Dennis Jensen, an advisor to Tony Abbott, and an advisor to Bill Shorten. Some of us were even lucky enough to meet and get a selfie with Bill Shorten! We also caught up with Old Saint and former College Captain, Max Jeganathan (2000).

Overall, the tour was an amazing experience which broadened our minds in many ways. Thank you to Mr Brown for organising the trip, to Mrs White for keeping us all in order and out of trouble, and lastly to my peers for making this trip an unforgettable experience.

**Katelyn Hann**
Year 11
DANCE TOUR

Fourteen Year 11 and 12 All Saints’ College Dance students travelled to Renmark, South Australia to attend the week-long Australian Youth Dance Festival which commenced on Thursday, 10 April 2014. Dancers from all over the country commuted and participated in the intensive week of broadening dance knowledge, skills and experiences.

Our 9.00am to 5.00pm days commenced with a whole festival warm-up, followed by smaller technique classes led by some of the most exciting choreographers in Australia. The classes varied in style and genre, allowing us to develop and explore new movement possibilities. The remainder of the day was spent rehearsing for the performance at the end of the week, where we learnt and developed choreography inspired by the idea of ‘regeneration’.

At the end of the week, where we performed on the banks of the Murray River, we received feedback from the renowned professionals and got straight into singing.

The second day we were served with a lovely breakfast to get us kick-started before rehearsals. With time to ourselves after lunch many enjoyed the pool or played a few games, and for some Year 11 and 12s it was spent studying.

At the conclusion of the two-night camp, each choir performed their new and improved songs before collecting their bags to head home.

The camp was very successful and I would like to thank the teachers on behalf of all the choirs for putting this amazing weekend together. We look forward to attending another Choral Camp in future years.

Katelyn Hann
Year 11

NEPAL WORLD CHALLENGE

On 29 December 2013, two groups arrived at Perth International Airport to begin our Nepal World Challenge.

After a short stop in Singapore, we arrived in Kathmandu to be met with the endless sounds of car horns and the first glimpse of what was the beautiful culture of Nepal. The two teams then went their separate ways, each with a leader to guide them along the way. We spent five days in Kathmandu, visiting various landmarks including a cremation site, a monkey temple and a large Stupa.

The next phase of the project was a 12-day hike on the Langtang Valley trek. The views were incredible, with snow-covered mountains surrounding us as we reached four thousand metres. Next was the projects phase where we attended lessons, painted murals and built a basketball court. Overall it was very worthwhile and showed us how privileged we are to attend All Saints’.

We spent our rest and relaxation time in Pokhara. This was very different to the loud and noisy city of Kathmandu. The last few days of our trip we spent shopping, visiting the Gurkha museum and trying some fishing on Pokhara Lake.

It was then time to come home after our four-week adventure. It was a truly amazing experience that we will all cherish. Thank you to Dr Wauge, Miss Eddington and Mr Jamieson for all your hard work.

Hannah Thomter
Year 11

CHORAL CAMP

It was a weekend full of songs, joy, harmony, games, milos and swimming. It was the 2014 Choral Camp.

At the end of Week 5 in Term 1, members of the College choirs accompanied by Mrs Kerkovius, Mr Beaverstock, Ms Winley, Mrs Currie, Mrs Kroeger and Mr Ablett left the school campus for a weekend of singing.

All 80 students gladly piled onto the buses setting off on the annual trip to Swanleigh. With a lot of preparing that needed to be done for the Easter service and the Fremantle Eisteddfod, everyone quickly unpacked and got straight into singing.

The second day we were served with a lovely breakfast to get us kick-started before rehearsals. With time to ourselves after lunch many enjoyed the pool or played a few games, and for some Year 11 and 12s it was spent studying.

At the conclusion of the two-night camp, each choir performed their new and improved songs before collecting their bags to head home.

The camp was very successful and I would like to thank the teachers on behalf of all the choirs for putting this amazing weekend together. We look forward to attending another Choral Camp in future years.

Katelyn Hann
Year 11

INSTRUMENTAL CAMP

All Saints’ Instrumental Ensembles left the College for a weekend of intense rehearsals with their directors and fellow ensemble members in late July. We quickly settled in at Swanleigh before proceeding to our first rehearsals. We were all feeling a little flat, having to plunge into the first two-hour block on a Friday night after a long week, but we all pushed through the rehearsals and ended on a high note.

On Saturday morning we launched into a full day of rehearsals. Running through the pouring rain past the various rehearsal venues, we could hear the progress being made by all of the ensembles, auguring well for a great College Music Concert in Week 8.

In the afternoon, the Year 7 and 8 students enjoyed yet another perfectly coordinated games session with Mrs Kroeger, leaving older students to study in the dorms to avoid getting into…trouble.

We all had our final rehearsals on Sunday morning before heading back to the College. All students and teachers agree that the 2014 Instrumental Camp was a worthwhile experience where new friendships were developed and ensemble performances improved.

Thanks to Mrs Kerkovius, Mrs Kroeger, Mr Hill, Mr Tiscas, Ms Nhu-Leong, Ms Phillips and all ensemble directors for giving up their time to make the weekend such a great success.

Sarah Myers
Year 11
Year 11 Biology Camp

The beautiful surrounds of Point Peron were our study location for the Year 11 Biology Camp held in the second-last week of Term 3.

After unloading the trailer and settling into our dorms, we walked to the beach to begin our work. We began by setting out a transect line from the beach 80m up into the dunes. Here we collected data about the plants, soil, air temperatures and the shape of the land. That afternoon, we went on to the reef to collect data and many specimens from the various zones.

The following day, we took the ferry to Penguin Island to visit the Discovery Centre and watch little penguins (also known as fairy or blue penguins) feeding. We then took another boat around the island, seeing many species of plants and animals. Back at the village, we compared and analysed the next day.

After this exciting adventure we walked up into the dunes. By setting out a transect line from the beach 80m up into the dunes, we were able to study the habitat of the penguins (also known as fairy or blue penguins) and many species from the various zones. It helped cement what we learned about adaptations, communities and population dynamics throughout the year.

On behalf of the Year 11 Biology students, I would like to thank Mrs Taylor and Mr Hill for providing both an educational and enjoyable camp.

Sarah Jeffrey
Year 11

Year 12 Biology Camp

Five keen and warmly-clothed Year 12 Biology students along with Mrs Taylor, Mrs Harrison and her husband, set off for the annual Biology Camp to Dryandra early on 19 June 2014.

Upon our arrival, we embarked on the first activity of the camp – a specialised tour of a piggery. Here we learned about the breeding programs of the farm, as well as the processes which lead to the eventual sale of the pigs.

After the piggery, we settled into our cottages before embarking on the next activity – learning how to trap small marsupials to monitor the populations of the endangered species in the area. We then moved onto our fieldwork component, where we took soil samples from both agricultural and forest environments, to compare and analyse the next day.

Early the next morning we collected our traps, discovering that we had trapped three possums and a Mallee, a very rare sighting in Dryandra bushland. After this exciting adventure we walked the Ochre Trail, an Aboriginal landmark with an abundance of native species of plants and animals. Back at the village, we compiled the findings of the previous day’s field work and began to pack the bus for the trip home.

The Year 12 Biology Class of 2014 would like to thank Mrs Taylor for her commitment and organisation of the camp, as well as Mr and Mrs Harrison for accompanying us and sharing their vast knowledge.

Olivia Russell
Year 12

Falls Creek Ski Trip

During the July school holidays, a group of 35 All Saints’ students (Years 8 to 12), travelled to Melbourne and then to Falls Creek for the annual ski trip.

The next eight days were spent enjoying the alpine conditions, where we were blessed with multiple days of blue skies and soft snow. A majority of us spent at least eight hours skiing or snowboarding each day. We couldn’t have picked a better season to attend, as 2014 provided the best snowfall in 24 years.

We stayed in a cozy lodge called Coorona, where a lady named Jodie looked after us, providing three amazing meals a day. Our lodge was in a convenient location as we could ski or snowboard right to the doorstep after an exhausting, yet fun day on the mountain.

Some of the other highlights on the mountain included the instructor’s Night Show, the fireworks display, snowball fights, snowman-making competitions and delicious hot chocolates. Off-mountain activities included visiting the Eureka Sky Deck and shopping up a storm in Melbourne.

The Falls Creek Ski Trip was a great experience and it provided an opportunity to make new friendships, learn how to ski and develop independence, as well as creating memories that will last a lifetime.

All students are grateful to the teachers who organised the trip, as they made it such a fun experience.

Bianca Lambert
Year 11

Whistler Canada Ski Trip

On 5 January 2014, our Canada Ski Trip countdown reached zero days and 12 of us were ready to set off on an adventure of a lifetime.

After staying awake all night on the plane, we arrived in Vancouver at 5:30am ready to start our day tour. While there we visited some great places including Mt Eden, a dormant volcano overlooking Auckland city, Kelly Tarlton’s Aquarium and the 220m high Sky Tower.

Fifteen hours later we arrived in Vancouver and wasted no time heading up to Whistler. After getting over the initial excitement of seeing snow for the first time, we settled into Crystal Lodge and picked up equipment for our lessons the next morning.

We began every morning with an early wake-up call, layered on the clothes to survive the extreme conditions of -6 degrees and walked to Black’s Café, where we enjoyed an American-style breakfast.

From there, we were sorted into different skiing and snowboarding levels and met our enthusiastic instructors for lessons. At 3.00pm our lessons came to an end, so we returned to the hotel to relax.

After five days on the mountain, we completed our last runs and headed to Vancouver city. The next few days were spent shopping up a storm and our last night at the Justin Timberlake concert. Before we knew it, the trip had come to an end.

Thank you to Mr Zaurs, Miss Greene and Mr Wolfe for organising the trip and to our parents for paying for us to go. Thanks also to the great group of students that went; it was an incredible experience which will stay with us all forever.

Emma Calder
Year 11
During 2014, All Saints’ College Senior School students took part in three major Interhouse sporting events.

In February, Year 7 to 12 students made their way to Challenge Stadium to take part in the Interhouse Swimming Carnival. This is one of the first occasions of the College year when all Senior School students and teaching staff come together. The event always sees some exciting and competitive swimming, with a lot of enjoyment filtering through the pool and House bays. This year, Cowan took out the Lambert Cup as the winning House. This was their first win in 10 years and halted a two year dominance by Durack House.

In Term 2, history was made at All Saints’ when a whole-College Interhouse Cross Country Carnival was held for the first time. In the afternoon students from Kindergarten to Year 12 took part in a range of courses, with College spirit and a sense of community present throughout the day. It was brilliant to see the young Kindergarten students cheered on by the older students for the final race. This was a great finish to a wonderful carnival, which will continue to grow and develop as the years go on. For the second year in a row, Murdoch House won the Senior School Trophy. As this was a whole-school event, we also presented a College Champion House Trophy, and in its first year of existence Cowan House took it home.

The final Interhouse Carnival of the year was for Athletics and took place in August. The weather was perfect and the College Oval looked superb, thanks to the exceptional work of the Grounds staff. In another great day of House spirit and College camaraderie, the Senior School students showed off their talents, with a host of records being broken on the day. In the end, Murdoch came out on top in a close fought competition.

Thank you to all the students for the enthusiasm and energy they displayed on these days, as well as the staff who assisted at these events. Without your support, these carnivals would not run as smoothly as they do. Also, many thanks to the Friends of Sport for their contribution, as well as all the parents who attended to support our students.

All Interhouse competitions were followed by Associated and Catholic Colleges (ACC) Interschool Carnivals, where our top athletes compete against students from more than 65 other schools. All Saints’ competes in the ‘A’ Division of all three ACC Carnivals – an achievement in itself. We came second at the ACC Swimming Carnival, eleventh in the ACC Cross Country and finished off the year placing sixth in ACC Athletics. Congratulations and thank you to all of the students who competed in these events. The attitude of our students and their desire to achieve to the best of their ability is outstanding.

Mr Oliver Beath
Head of Physical Education
ACC COUNTRY TEAM


ACC SWIMMING TEAM


ACC ATHLETICS TEAM


SENIOR SCHOOL SPORT
FRONT ROW: Macdonald, Mr Russ, James Clifford, Rohan Musgrave, Carl Murdoch, and ball

MIDDLE ROW: Ashley Magon, Katelyn Vasist, Jonathan Kostiw-McFarlane, and boys & girls.

THIRD ROW: Freya Pitchard, Nicholas Iuliano, Theodora Kerwororthy-Green, Darcy Spowart, Avriel Yap, Luke De Castro, Benjamin Anderson

FRONT ROW: Rachel Neasaj, Shanndri Cameron, Rohan Musgrave, Tiffany Verga, Alyssa Lee, Andrew Sinclair, Deana Moore, Jordanna Petersan

ABSENT: Ross Fotheringham, Eve McDougall, Evan Tyler, Lashendi Wangasakara

ACC HANDBALL
BACK ROW: Rohan Musgrave, Carl Murdoch, James Clifford, Nathan Hatbridge, Taigh Macdonald, Mr Russ Hawley
FRONT ROW: Duncan Glogowski-Watson, Daniel Lambert, James Chang, Avriel Yap, Nicholas Morgan, Liam Trotlo

ACC VOLLEYBALL - BEACH
BACK ROW: Calum Turner, Ethan Hicks, Ryan Panizza, Jamie Ligovich, Mason Cockiff, Jack Shieland, Dan Brokowski, Seamus Muholland-Patterson
THIRD ROW: Declan Berry, James Rankin, Benjamin Chia, Jesse Mason, Mathew Blewin, Julian Loi, Kai McIvor, Jonathan Gumina, Will Macfarlane
SECOND ROW: Amy Meacham, Rubie Curtis, Emerald Day, Olivia Russell, Jared Ivy, Isabella Newman, Sally Earman, Lauren Huddy, Imogen Butcher
FRONT ROW: Katya Balas, Madeleine Crawford, Tess Huxton, Georgie Kirk, Mr Damien Stevens, Airl Atkins, Angus Laverie, Hazel Tittery, Sarah Jeffrey
ABSENT: Pippin Eldrid, Chelsea Leather, Claire O’Riordan, Sarah Portwood, Hayley Greenough

ACC VOLLEYBALL - INDOOR
BACK ROW: Sam Vandenberg, Seamus Muholland-Patterson, Ryan Panizza, James Hanford, Jack Shieland, Paul Trackanay, Alister de Wind, Lara McInnis
THIRD ROW: Matthew Aylmore, Angus Laverie, Christopher McIntosh, Declan Thornton, Calum Turner, Julian Loi, Luke Powell, Georgie Kirk, Sean Ayres
SECOND ROW: Olivia Russell, Sally Watson, Emerald Day, Joshua Nichols, Jack Paul, Jared Pedersen, Sarah Myers, Rubie Curtis, Miss Brittany Gray
FRONT ROW: Avril Widge, Chloe Bygrave, Zelma Smyrn, Amy Meacham, Lauren Huddy, Emily Werner, Jordanna Petersan, Lyla Krishna
ABSENT: Chelsea Leather, Brooke Aunundsen, Sarah Portwood, Danielle Stephen, Nic Ramsay, Isaac Snadden

ACC ULTIMATE FRISBEE
BACK ROW: Ivan Permanent, Nicholas Rutchie, Luke Powell, Hudson Campbell, James Hanford, Sam Vandenberg, Alicia Davies, James Chang
MIDDLE ROW: Freya Pitchard, Nicholas Iuliano, Theodora Kerwororthy-Green, Darcy Spowart, Avriel Yap, Luke De Castro, Benjamin Anderson
FRONT ROW: Rachel Neasaj, Shanndri Cameron, Rohan Musgrave, Tiffany Verga, Alyssa Lee, Andrew Sinclair, Deana Moore, Jordanna Petersan
ABSENT: Ross Fotheringham, Eve McDougall, Evan Tyler, Lashendi Wangasakara

ACC VOLLEYBALL - BOYS & GIRLS
BACK ROW: Hudson Campbell, Dan Brokowski, Jamie Ligovich, Mason Cockiff, Cameron Hind, Lucas Tarnsken, Ethan Hicks
THIRD ROW: Nicholas Iuliano, Sujaish Vasiit, Jonathan Gumina, Nicholas Rutchie, Christopher Googage, Calum Hampshire-Clarke, Kai McIvor, Benjamin Nicholas
SECOND ROW: Deana Moore, Olivia Spair, Bella Gomel, Mr Damien Stevens, Airl Atkins, Cassie Muntkel, Kalyn Hann
FRONT ROW: Isabella Tuilly, Bronwen Anderson, Bronnie Crawford, Garna Mills, Ian Fraency, Lineae Evason, Madison House
ABSENT: Ashley Thompson, Lily Tyler, Evan Tyler

ACC VOLEYBALL - GIRLS
BACK ROW: Adam Kelly, Joseph Baker, Nick Dumas, Carl Murdoch, Georgie Pfeiffer, Jeremy Marais
MIDDLE ROW: Miss Georgie Edington, Liam Trotlo, Hannah Thormar, Chris Zhang, Alex Harrison, Ebony Fisher, Mrs Jo-ann Bosier
FRONT ROW: Bronwen Anderson, Brooke Crawford, Sarah Myers, Bree Stratton, Heather Kaithe McFarlane
ABSENT: Eli Joseph, Danielle Stephen, Ashley Thompson, Liam Munday

ACC SOCCER
BACK ROW: Adam Kelly, Joseph Baker, Nick Dumas, Carl Murdoch, Georgie Pfeiffer, Jeremy Marais
MIDDLE ROW: Miss Georgie Edington, Liam Trotlo, Hannah Thormar, Chris Zhang, Alex Harrison, Ebony Fisher, Mrs Jo-ann Bosier
FRONT ROW: Bronwen Anderson, Brooke Crawford, Sarah Myers, Bree Stratton, Heather Kaithe McFarlane
ABSENT: Eli Joseph, Danielle Stephen, Ashley Thompson, Liam Munday
ASC BASKETBALL CLUB

BACK ROW: Ethan Siebel, Alexander Clarke, Rockwai Molangi, Charlton Bingham, Christopher John Dauud, Tade Devonish, Jesean Collins, Samuel McKinnon, Ben Munnings
FIFTH ROW: Emily Bingham, Felix Greenhough, David Pagano, James Bingham, Rose Fareday, Ailish McKinnon, Sydney Johnson, Esa South, Catherine Chojnowski, Callum Stickells, Cameron Taw
FOURTH ROW: Liam Ngwese, Tom Harris, Lauren McVeigh, Cameron Webb, Georgina Bevin, Harrison Ion, Angus Kilgour, Trent Bergmans, Ethan Hipper, Seth Connor, Anton Collins, Rachel Cole
THIRD ROW: Jared Pedersen, Ayden Hipper, Xavier Cowan, Hunter Stone, Campbell Bright, Joel Haley, Reim Hart, Aarin Masarpey, Lucas Laverie, Finlay Baldo, Mitchell Loxton, Nolan Dean, Thomas Capstick
FRONT ROW: Deimini Connor, Louis Wong, Justin Kim, Alexander MacKinnon, Swan Hughes, Cale Scott, Thrush Wijemanne

ASC NETBALL CLUB

BACK ROW: Lyle-Rose Gomex, Evie Japp, Lani Robinson, Taya Kallavan, Hannah Thorntor, Ella Robinson, Samantha Palmer, Trinity Tegurtha-Pyne, Sarah Lewis, Amber Plant, Isabella Tranaradja
FIFTH ROW: Laura Poller, Elana Smith, Gina Linthor, Chiz Pederen, Bianca Lambert, Amy Whitle-Herbert, Madalena Pitterino, Olivia Day, Paisley Burrows, Sarah Cross, Astrid Brillain, Tracy Ozolins
FOURTH ROW: Amy Burwood, Jasmine Berry, Heather Keister-McFarlane, Paris Gibson, Naemi Cumin, Indiana Cossens, Amy Stone, Taylor Ion, Vani Snawasta, Praka Roz, Emma Broadway, Samantha Lambert, Alexsha Spalding
THIRD ROW: Tahlia Hailey, Olivia Clinkers, Paris Patman, Rose Fareday, Amy Palmer, Sarah Jeffrey, Kristen Penny, Madison Gauntlett, Isabella Tulli, Amy Mundy, Amy Mundy, Arabella Bright, Natasha Erbrich, Miky Smith, Ella Troke
SECOND ROW: Busola Oyeowe, Kimmie Missen, Ila Lewis, Jessica Luff, Isabella O’Connor, Damithi Oyeowe, Gavathi Damarak, Charlotte Stone, Charlotte Eve, Georgia Stone, Grace Wochman, Eleanor Murray, Elly Gardner, Abby Phillips, Brodie Tonkin, Sorja South
FRONT ROW: Avery Willis, Anna Mackay, Lauren McVeigh, Ailah Burwood, Olivia Russell, Brydie Duncansson, Miss Georgia Eddington, Olivia Bygrave, Danna Dauud, Tahlia Amos, Georgina Bevin, Amy Mackay, Matthew Gomez

SENior SCHOOL

SPORTS CLUBs & GROUPs

ACC YEAR 10 AFL CUP TEAM

BACK ROW: William Lus, Jackson White, Daniel Cumming, Jared McMurray, Lachlan Ong, Felix Shackleton, Stuart Raine, Rhys Davies
FRONT ROW: Bailey Anderson, Joshua Watkins, Adam Morgan, Daniel Mordoch, Brandon Nicholas, Yash Mittha, Callan Pen-Dennis Watson
ABSENT: Mr Oliver Beath, Tom August, Riky Hansen, Sean Amos, Lachy Gibson

BOYS’ AFL MONDAY

COMPETITION

BACK ROW: Lachlan Hartfield, Travis Powell, Benjamin Whitta, Zachary Watkinson, Felix Shackleton, Jordan Minchin, Joshua Mott
THIRD ROW: Joshua Young, Jevan Collins, Jack McCarthy, Connor Begley, Bryn Greenhough, Samuel Neil, Swan Connor, Nicholas Alipho
SECOND ROW: Kieran Reilly, Leon Condolino, Alex Crowhurst, Jack Goldrick, Cooper Evans, Harrison Baker, David Connell, Mr Daniel Stevens
FRONT ROW: Chai Scott, Elliott Butcher, Byron Bevin, Kade Atkinson, Neil Baker, Caleb Strachan, Joel Wakemayer, Matthew Rankin
ABSENT: Daniel Cumming, Finlay Mackay, Jack Connell, Samuel McKinnon, Julian Veitch, Mason Glossa, Rhys Davies

EQUESTRIAN TEAM

LEFT TO RIGHT: Rebecca Radny, Grace Lambert, Grace Casey, Emma Cumming, Rachel Yoish, Samantha Lamont, Phoebe North
ABSENT: Taya Firthett-Ovington, Mrs Jane Radny
SENIOR SCHOOL
SPORTS CLUBS & GROUPS

ORIENTEERING TEAM
BACK ROW: Samuel Neil, Callum Turner, Mathew Blevin, Thomas Capstick, Christopher McIntosh, Matt Bryan
MIDDLE ROW: Miss Brittany Gray, Joelle Kenworthy-Green, Bryn Greenhalgh, Tahi Hitzinger-Smith, Jacob Van Stroe, Jay Lake, Mr Damien Stevens
FRONT ROW: Oliver O’Heg, Jack Godrick, Rachel Yovich, Cooper Minh, Tara Martin, Mitchell Widger, Mitchell Hughes-Owen
ABSENT: Jordan Bell, Jukan Valleth, Ryan Cleavage, Euan Tyler

ROWING SQUAD
BACK ROW: Lia Franklin, Matthew Gilmore, Disana Gunaderwa, Luke Barber, Conal Hansford, Declan Thornton, Liam Alexander, Matthew Aylmire
THIRD ROW: Mitchell Widger, Cassie Manfield, Georgia Khinsoe, Jack McCarthy, James Feraday, Luca Macchieto, Keli Hartrees, Sonia Westera, Phoebe Lawson
SECOND ROW: Mr Bruce Hancock (Coach), Mr Nicholas Tadjman (Coach), Sharnae Cornwell, Roland Montes, Campbell Kilgour, Mitchell Hughes-Owen, Mr Fiona Lea (Coach), Mrs Jo-anne Bossio, Mr Matt Birmingham (Coach)
FRONT ROW: Alison Choong, Roselle Pajarella, Rosie Birt, Isaac Stephenhoon, Avril Widger, Angela Watts, Megan Franey, Rebecca O’Neil
ABSENT: Anna Ghani

SENIOR GIRLS NETBALL
BACK ROW: Jaynes Morton, Freya Pritchard, Deena Daoud, Alicia Davies, Lisa Veltiri, Hannah Thomas, Tiffany Vergy
THIRD ROW: Brynda Duncanison, Paige Pittorino, Xin Je Tan, Alyssa Lee, Sarah Lewis, Phyrinka Garison-Hardy, Sharnae Cornwell, Emily Bryson
SECOND ROW: Miss Rahn Orenes, Tox Howan, Hayley Greenhalgh, Bianca Lambert, Imogen Butcher, Shannon Watts, Kristina Lang, Miss Georgia Edlington
FRONT ROW: Hazel Tiley, Pragna Srinivasan, Charlotte Li Rook, Francesca Walker, Heather Kothe-McFarlane, Rachel Nwajiri, Sarah Jeffrey
ABSENT: Portia Santinina, Stephanie McGuire

SSWA BADMINTON COMPETITION
BACK ROW: Lawrence Ng, Jonathan Morgan, Mr Ross Micalay, Jack Hamilton, Gareth Spines
FRONT ROW: Nicholas Kimer, Drew Nicholas, Joshua Watkins, Brayton Nicholas
ABSENT: Fuyuhi Nakaniishi, Disana Gunadierwa

SSWA BASKETBALL COMPETITION JUNIOR
BACK ROW: Connor Begley, Alexander Coleman, Liam Alexander, Mr Russ Heady, Zachary Watkinson, Adam Minchin, Thomas Jardine
FRONT ROW: Taylor Iton, Grace Barnes, Cooper Evans, Keli Hartrees, Mathew Vandenberg, Chloe Pedersen, Nadine James
ABSENT: Thomas Barnes, Mikal Li, Alexa Took, Chloe Lake, Tonya Gregowski-Watson, Mia Hughes

SSWA BASKETBALL COMPETITION SENIOR
LEFT TO RIGHT: William Amtt, Thomas Capstick, Adam Morgan, Mr Russ Heady, Jared Pedersen, Mackenzie Long
ABSENT: Lucas Tassell, Cadel Wilson, Taylor Hill, Daniel Lambert

*SSWA: School Sport Western Australia*
SENIOR SCHOOL
SPORTS CLUBS & GROUPS

SSWA TENNIS COMPETITION JUNIOR & SENIOR
BACK ROW: Samuel McKinnon, Mitch Huntly, Lochlan Hartfield, Miss Georgie Edington, Layal Michael, Jazelle Kenworthy-Green, Ben Munnings
FRONT ROW: Joel Wakemeyer, Kenshin Watanabe, Benjamin Michael, Khai Gamerson-Hands, Chase Scott, Charlotte Ch'ng
ABSENT: Emma Bagley, Fuyuhi Nakanishi, Ethan Huang

SSWA TOUCH RUGBY COMPETITION
BACK ROW: Emma Caldar, Denholm Cozians, Andre Tabula, Akiton de Wind, Nicholas Lindsay, Nicola Morgan, Joshua Musca, Nathan Holbrook
MIDDLE ROW: Emily Werner, Bella Gomez, Jake Barker, Lochlan Ross, Isaac Cribb, Brandon Zammit, Alexander Symmans, Olivia Drewitt, Caitrin Strange
FRONT ROW: Layla Krishna, Avi Widger, Chloe Bygrave, Miss Rahni Greene, Shannon Watts, Isabella Tulli, Carla Tassone

YEAR 7 BOYS' FOOTBALL
BACK ROW: Adam John, Joel Pirini, Cooper Ever, Nicholas Athire, Justis Koh, David Connell, Benjamin McVeigh, Bartholomew Tang
FRONT ROW: Tom Harris, Tyler Redman, Callum Taylor, Mr Damien Stevens, Callum Amdt, Caleb Strachan, Ben Willis
ABSENT: Mason Glosca, Jack McKay, Maxwell Baldock, Calum Brown

YEAR 7 GIRLS' FOOTBALL
FRONT ROW: Anna Mackay, Amy Munday, Catherine Choong, Ashley Ballin, Georgia Kielan, Ashlin Lake, Amy Mackay, Lauren Hanson
ABSENT: Mr Oliver Beath, Phoebe Goldrick
SENIOR SCHOOL

CLUBS, GROUPS & ACTIVITIES

BIG SCIENCE COMPETITION DISTINCTION AND HIGH DISTINCTION WINNERS

BACK ROW: Sarah Myers, Benjamin Chia, Jonathan Morgan, Pragash Murugesan, Timothy Masters, Nicholas Rupbach, Jacob Smith

FRONT ROW: Shevanka Dias-Abeyagunawardena, Laura Tan, Shenmae Carroll, Devina Daudu, Jaslyn Wise, Bartholomew Tang


COMPUTER CLUB

BACK ROW: Mrs Fiona Basset, Jason Lee, Thomas Kilman-Burns, Justis Koh, Mrs Marianne Beatle

FRONT ROW: Grace Tang, Shaun Morgan, Jacob Smith, Lily Li, Dylan Goelke

CPA FRONT OF HOUSE VOLUNTEERS

BACK ROW: Owen Wright, Luca Macchiarelli, Noah Glossco, Rohan Musgrave, Ms Jane Snowden

FRONT ROW: Grace Tang, Megan Amary, Jonathan Tjandra, Megan Clayton, Joshyna Tjandra

ABSENT: Mr Adrian Arnold, Lewis Snowden, Meg Arnold
LEGO CLUB
LEFT TO RIGHT: Mrs Rebecca Chapman, Liam Livingston, Brendan Wright, Feoluwa Mejiuni, Mitchell Rudd, Cameron Wright
ABSENT: Emma Watson

LEGO CLUB
BACK ROW: Christopher-John Dadau, Jeremy Wright, Mark Jones, Isaac Stephenson, Joshua Musca, Nathan Preimesberger
MIDDLE ROW: Martin Morgillo, Jacqueline Soon, Darshil Coziano, Mr Blaize Reynolds, Benjamin Oria, Dania Dadau, Jonathan Tjandra
FRONT ROW: Theo Wong, Jaxlynn Tyth, Bianca Lambert, Alexander Thomas, Jaylin Wei, Sarah Myers, Joshiysha Tjandra

MANGA CLUB
BACK ROW: Martin Morgillo, Matthew Morgillo, Alister de Wind, Jaylan White-Smith, Georgia Phipps, William Luo, Grace Hill
FRONT ROW: Olo Osaga, Nadia Allan, Kata Davoren, Mr Chiharu Fukumoto, Sithu Ye Yint, Anjali Mishra, Mason Morgillo

INTERSEASON CHESS JUNIOR SCHOOL AND SENIOR SCHOOL
BACK ROW: Matthew White, Matthew Morgillo, Alister de Wind, George Phipps, Jaylan White-Smith, William Luo
THIRD ROW: Ben Munnings, Sithu Ye Yint, Kate Davoren, Adam Kelly, Martin Morgillo, Bartholomew Tang, Philip Newton
SECOND ROW: Mason Morgillo, Mitchell Rudd, Peter Cheng, Mrs Ann Shadbolt, Thomas Morgan, Liam Livingston, Rahul Waliswara
FRONT ROW: Connor Young, Rémi Hart, Andrew Newton, Max Lowe, Jack Bibbi, Julius Clegg, Darian Chipchase

INTERSEASON DEBATING
BACK ROW: Layanah Michael, Callum Whalley, George Phipps, Christopher-John Davdou, Luke Barber, Pragash Murugasen, Jeremy Wright, Joshua Aythorne, Angela Winter
FIFTH ROW: Louisa Latin, Roland Montes, Owen Wright, Dawna Daadaa, Cooper Efess, Julie Khi, Cassie Manifold, William Litchfield, Reslawa Majuru, Javer Williams
FOURTH ROW: Taylah Robson, Juliet Morris, Zoe Polglase, Austin Gardiner, Bartholomew Tang, Philip Newton, Kaelan Fukumoto, Dianerith Sharma, Genevieve Bowyer Funnell, Elana Smith, Katerina Morley
THIRD ROW: Shaniah Jago, Luke Simpson, Anna Fuller, Ryan Guerney, Steven Theis, Connor Claye, Jessica Gotham, Thomas Yang, Christopher Ivisson, Grace Tang, Baran Rossmann, Calum Amor
SECOND ROW: Anna Lerski, Mason Miosca, Angus Vigoor, Ella Trits, Catherine Choong, Amy Palmer, Shiza Farhan, Calum Brown, Eva South, Mia Kelly, Kya Baird Thomas, Nikki Smith, Mitchell Rudd, Michael Fallon, Theo Wong
FRONT ROW: Neild Kanda, Eliza Baird Thomas, Edward Harvey, Dylan Smith, Ms Grace Izetian, Ms Elizabeth Bowyer, Miss Mona Lingasiri, Mr Mitch Jamieson, Ms Vanessa Kirkham, Jordanan Raffel, Benjamin Deacon, Arielle Lu, Shevanka Dias Abyaygunawardene
ABSENT: Charlie Westerman, Leo Daltz, Alex Lee, Max Barrow, Paulite Whalley

SENIOR SCHOOL CLUBS, GROUPS & ACTIVITIES
SENIOR SCHOOL
CLUBS, GROUPS & ACTIVITIES

MATHMATICS ICAS MEDAL WINNERS
Top students in WA in their age group

BACK ROW: Andy Law, Benjamin Chia, Timothy Masters, Bartholomew Tang
FRONT ROW: Julius Clegg, Shevanka Dias Abeyagunawardena, Rami Hart
ABSENT: Joanna Luo

MATHMATICS COMPETITION REPRESENTATIVES
Students pictured are those who received Distinctions or above

BACK ROW: Jack Valji, Angus Lawrie, Matthew Stickells, Seamus Muholland-Patterson, Nick Dumas, Taigh Macdonald, Luke Barber, Cameron Wright, Dylan Gibson, Jayden White-Smith, Aerial Yap, Sean Husband
FIFTH ROW: Megan Green, Jacqueline Sorn, Thomas Jardine, Jonathan Tandra, Rohan Musgrave, Nathan Holbrook, Renee McLaren, Ben Clark, Theodora Kenworthy-Green, Mike Xu, Sarith Ranasinghe, Suwayn Vast, Georgia Balding
FOURTH ROW: Krity Luftall, Amy Whilty-Herbert, Roland Montias, Phoebe Lawrie, Zerin Luo, Georgia Khionas, Layali Michael, Jameson Blund, Chris Zhang, Nicholas Artemis, Nikita Delaney, Lachlan Murdoch, Liam Troilo, Sharnae Carmel
THIRD ROW: Banan Rostami, Jaden Tan, Anthi Farhan, Laura Tan, Zoe Polglase, Jessica Cathm, Kieran Rally, Stan Akins, Oliver O’Hara, Heath Kostiel McFarlane, Alyson Choong, Sharon Nanang, Lauren Anderson, Divyansh Sharma, Jack Morris, Mrs Monique Ellement
SECOND ROW: Angel Liu, Lashindri Wannapasekara, Benjamin Mikhael, Jayden Tyrls, Catherine Choong, Jack O’Connor, Rachael Nicholls, Malin Muekkie, Ruth Nielsen, Peter Chong, Grace Tang, Ethan Huang, Millie Smith, Mia Kelly, Joshua Tjandra, Layton Spalding
FRONT ROW: Mason Glassia, Michael Fallow, Aidan Smith, Jacob Smith, Jonathan Morgan, Jeremy Wright, Timothy Masters, Benjamin Chia, Marcus Wong, Andy Law, Bartholomew Tang, Shevanka Dias Abeyagunawardena, Ella Tollo, Byzsa Ralfford Thomas, Angus Kilgour
ABSENT: Calum Brown, Brendan Wright, Joanna Luo, James Powel, Hazel Tickay

MOCK TRIAL TEAMS

BACK ROW: Katey Ann Harr, Hannah Thornton, Ian Tan, Lucas Powell, Mil Tim Brown, Sean Arniki, Emma Cattier, Matthew Viray, Megan Franey
FRONT ROW: Lashindri Wannapasekara, Heath Kostiel McFarlane, Zelma Smyrin, Alesa Lee, Sarah Myers, Jaymee Morton, Sharnae Carmel, Lily Tyler, Jorshiana Petersan
ABSENT: Sebastian Dixon, Cartia Tassoma, Isaac Crichton

NATIONAL CHEMISTRY QUIZ
HIGH DISTINCTION WINNERS

BACK ROW: Aerial Yap, Jeremy Wright, Timothy Masters, Jayden White-Smith, Jonathan Morgan, Sean Husband
THIRD ROW: Andy Law, Nicholas Ruhbach, Benjamin Chia, Luke Barber, Marcus Wong, Thomas Jardine, Layali Michael
SECOND ROW: Bartholomew Tang, Phoebe Lawrie, Adam Kelly, Davina Dautu, Jonathan Tandra, Jacob Smith, Sharnae Camrell
FRONT ROW: Madison Hoos, Jaylin Wae, Eve Crawford, Ashleigh Heng-Chin, Laura Tan, Grace Tang, Sarah Jappich
ABSENT: Theodore Kenworthy-Green, Hazel Tickay

PRESENTATION
NIGHT VIDEO

LEFT TO RIGHT: Jake Barker, Nicholas Lindsay, Mr Steve Tissos, Daniel Lambert
SENIOR SCHOOL
CLUBS, GROUPS & ACTIVITIES

ROBOTICS
BACK ROW: Liam Livingston, Kristian Frossos, Disurala Gunadewa, Pragash Murugesan, Nida Dumas (Co-Captain), Christopher-Jack Andrew (Co-Captain), William Luo, Anthony Tukul
MIDDLE ROW: Mrs Donna Haltin, Janardan Rafael, Mason Morgello, Mitchell Rudd, Dhyansh Sharma, Jack Lucas Smith, Joel Walkermeiyer, Mr David Musgrave, Mr Aaron Musgrave
FRONT ROW: Nived Nanda, Megan Clayton, Noah Glosceas, Rohan Musgrave, Joshua Hayes, Christopher-John Daudu, Santh Ranasinghe, Charlie Warderman
ABSENT: Morgan Montes, Charlton Bingham

TECHNICAL THEATRE CLUB
BACK ROW: Mr Adrian Arnold, Luca Macchiusi, William Luo, Meg Arnold, Noah Glosceas, Emma Arnold, Rohan Musgrave, Owen Wright, Mr Matthew Bancroft
FRONT ROW: Grace Tang, Megan Arney, Lochie Waimiskey, Jonathan Tjandra, Nathan Harvey, Megan Clayton, Edward Harvey

SCIENCE ICAS HIGH DISTINCTION WINNERS
BACK ROW: Jacob Smith, Jonathan Morgan, Timothy Masters, Nicholas Rubbach
FRONT ROW: Dhewanka Dias Nikagunawardena, Bartholomew Tang, Adian Smith
ABSENT: Joanna Luo

UNIFIED NATIONS EVATT TROPHY 2014
LEFT TO RIGHT: Nathan Preimesberger, Katelyn Hann, Luke Barber, Jordanna Petersen, Dylan Gibson, Ian Tan
ABSENT: Mr Luke Bosstain

STORYLINES FESTIVAL STUDENT VOLUNTEERS
BACK ROW: Angus Lawnie, Matthew Gilmore, Christopher-John Daudu, Pragash Murugesan, Luke Barber, Jeremy Wright, Parashie McCourt, Disurala Gunadewa
THIRD ROW: Rohan Musgrave, William Litchfield, Ian Tan, Amy Nell, Samantha Palmer, Noah Glosceas, Yaminie Bailor, Jonathan Tjandra, Sarah Myers
SECOND ROW: Jordanna Petersen, Megan Painey, Lauren Huddly, Lily Tyler, Freya Pritchard, Jessica Noonan, Isabella Taraneddes, Zelma Smyman, Sharon Nanang
FRONT ROW: Joryhynne Tjandra, Aleasha Spalding, Jasslyn Tynki, Maleke Virdi, Kirby, Johnson, Megan Clayton, Mia Kelly, Kyna Ballford-Thomas
ABSENT: Felicity Maccaus, Jack Connor, Tracy Collins, San Atkins, Eliza Sealy, Sarah Kirke, Kala Farward, Rania Raz, Olivia Rhodes, Brie Russel-Lane, Nathan Preimesberger, Shih Yi Yi, Geogia Claghorn, Sofia Heller, Yul Min, Claire Chaplin, Sarah Jeffrey, Katya Bates, Linaea Everson

WRITERS GROUP
BACK ROW: Christian Rudd, Eleanor Longstaff, Andy Law, Ben Clark, Justin Koh, Louise Linhino, Roland Montes
THIRD ROW: Ashleigh Hong-Chin, Steven Theile, Indya Keeffe, Campbell Kilgour, Tessa Radman, Stephanie Brennan, Genevieve Bowyer-Funnell, Alex Le
SECOND ROW: Ms Ann Stradins, Christopher Illson, Rachel Kohlski, Baran Rostamian, Steven White-Smith, Grace Tang, Jenina Fullar, Georgia Keelan, Mi Sue Cameron
FRONT ROW: Grace Thompson, Alina Lanoki, Florian Iwan, Cleo Cheep, Brendan Wright, Michael Fallon, Grace Hoos
The Performing Arts curriculum at All Saints’ College encompasses the four strands of Dance, Drama, Media and Music.

This year we enjoyed a wealth of experiences which broadened the artistic boundaries of our students, staff and community. New relationships with companies and artists were formed, as well as welcoming back familiar faces.

As a philosophy in our department, we endorse collaborative processes by tapping into the talent and expertise of individual staff members and students. This approach allows our major performances to be exclusively the result of an All Saints’ team and is best exemplified in this year’s College Production Sweet Charity. The success of the production was a result of our collective endeavour to bring all the discrete areas of the Performing Arts together. As is our tradition, we found a unique way to present a timeless classic by incorporating five actors to play the same character, Charity Hope Valentine, through the various stages of her narrative journey.

Our next major performance for the year, the College Dance Concert, was a tremendous success and highlighted to the community the sheer scope and breadth of our creative strength. The Unknown was an exploration into the…unknown, from the Seven Wonders of the World to Ghostbusters. The students performed pieces which were choreographed by staff and students, and a specially commissioned piece was created by Simon Stewart, our resident artist who is a choreographer at Ochre Contemporary Dance Company.

In late August, the individual talents of our elite musicians were showcased at the Friends of Music Recital. Selected students were invited to perform at this highly anticipated event, which provided an opportunity for them to demonstrate a standard of performance that was nothing less than outstanding.

The stunning acoustics in the Centre for Performing Arts were again highlighted two weeks later, at the annual College Music Concert. This event was the perfect compliment to our dedicated and talented Music staff who work tirelessly with their bands, orchestras and choirs. The evening also showcased the incredible talents of our students and provided the perfect curtain finale for our major Performing Arts events.

Much is made of our four major annual performances, but we are also extremely proud to produce our boutique performances which include Battle of the Bands and Choirs, Choreography Night, Strings Eisteddfod, Bard to the Bone II, Street Theatre, PA Perspectives and our numerous musical recitals.

To further enhance student learning, the College offers Performing Arts incursions and tours throughout the year. In Term 1, our Dance students workshoped with choreographers and performed along the Murray River at the Australian Youth Dance Festival in Renmark, South Australia. 1996 Old Saint, and renowned director of the Black Swan Theatre Company, Adam Mitchell teamed with our other Artist-in-Residence Libby Kyzy to direct the Year 10 Drama Experiment. And internationally-acclaimed vocal ensemble The Song Company joined us for a week to work with our staff and students, before performing an unforgettable sold-out show to the community.

The College also forged a new and lasting relationship with Ochre Contemporary Dance Company. Ochre were Artists-in-Residence at All Saints’ for three terms, working with students and staff in the Junior and Senior Schools. The relationship which has been forged is an important one. It connects our College with a company that operates in the industry and provides our community with performances and support in our processes. As we move forward we hope to create further links with companies in the arts industry, such has been the success of our association with Ochre.

Mr Stephen Roberts
Head of Performing Arts
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COLLEGE DANCE CONCERT

BACK ROW: Tiffany Verga, Olivia Drewitt, Erin McNinis, Samantha Palmer, Jared Pedersen, Angus Lawrie, Paraiso McCourt, Connal Hansford, Alicia Davies, Zachary Widdison, Angus Kinlay, Alister de Wind, Matt Connolly, Jack Connolly, Matthew Gillmore, Jarrad Hood, William Lus, Samuel Nall, Amy Nall, Sophie Werner
RIGHT ROW: Niamh Delaher, Isabell Arnold, Camryn Pickett, Eleanor Longstaff, Trilly Winiger, Madeleine Bahin, Tayla Fitchett-Okelio, Jelen Collie, Drew Nicholas, Luca MacGruus, Fraser de Wind, Nicholas Kirky, Braydon Nicholas, Aneika Le Roux, Emerson Day, Olivia Smyth, Gabrielle Wieland, Grace Barber, Nicholas Wemer, Sohun Panag, Gracie Claxton
FIFTH ROW: Shayna Jeog, Kata Dixey, Georgia MacFarlane, Vaeula Sidharth, Jaya Batford-Thompson, Hamil Hollbrook, Kata Bates, Ela Le, Kata Belchambers, Meghan Beye, Taylah Robinson, Lily Li, Chloie James, Gina Lintern, Jenna Buggle, Tracy Oatkins, Hazel Tilley, Kirly Johnson, Taylah Smith, Joanne Lus, Louise Code, Samantha Briggs, Hayley Greenhalgh, Jacqueline Ballard
FOURTH ROW: Miss Eni Kerr, Eley Dombing, Amy Mundy, Dharoorina Krishnaan Murthy, Jamie Lang, James Lund, Alexander Clarke, Amy Burns, Sofia Holier, Alsson Chooong, Alexah Spalding, Nadine James, Niann Cummins, Deanz Mzdiner, Freya Johnson, Rania Roz, India Connor, Alysha McIntosh, Vani Smivasta, Ashley Barin, Eleanor Crockett, Jordanna Matthews, Georgia Kaelan, Eve Roblin, Astrid Johnson, Ruby Neeman, Ms Megan Watson
SECOND ROW: Emily Gaha, Eliese Batford-Thomas, Sophie Hidley, Amy Mackay, Thahlia Amos, Nadia Glogowska-Watson, Emily Watson, Angel Liu, Mike Smith, Tunan Glogowska-Watson, Francesca Walker, Madeleine Crawford, Miss Naree Cotalalnga, Brielle Duncanson, Kathlenne McCormack, Lochee Walamrey, Natasha Ernricht, Paris Patman, Juvenia Tassone, Ella Trolo, Lauren Hanson, Jessica MacFarlane, Anna Mackay, Grace Hoos, Damilla Oyewopo
ABSENT: Elskin Mason
DRAMA PRODUCTION - Sweet Charity

BACK ROW: Jesse Mason, Angus Lawrie, James Chang, Luke Barber, Taigh Macdonald, James Clifford, Ryan Panizza, Christopher-Jack Andrew, Joshua Nichols
THIRD ROW: Ms Megan Watson, Katelyn khoa Man, Chelsea closwman, Kathleen McCormack, Owen Wright, Madeline Crawford, Kristina Klau, Megan Clayton, Joshlynne sandra
SECOND ROW: Bree Stratton
FRONT ROW: Grace tanga, kyra belford-thomas, Megan Arney, Hayley Greenhalgh, Francesca Walker, Megan Clayton, Joshyline Tjandra

AMATI STRINGS

BACK ROW: Elise Belford-Thomas, Taylah Smith, Lachlan Rogers, Ms Thia Kotsos, Campbell Kigour, Zoa Poglass, Genevieve Boyer-Funnell
FRONT ROW: Ashton Lake, Nadine James, Alex Le, Bartholomew Tang, Alicia Wong, Catherine Choong, Oks Clegg
ABSENT: Alexander Coleman

BRASS ENSEMBLE

LEFT TO RIGHT: Jaiden Tan, Sean Ayres, Angus Lawrie, Kaefan Fukumoto
ABSENT: Charlton Bingham, William Remmer-Shao, Mr Steven Harmer

BARD TO THE BONE II - BREAKING BARD

THIRD ROW: Jameson Bland, Owen Wright, Emerson Day, Madeline Bahn, Andy Law, Luca Macchiusi, Olivia Smyth, Jessica Noonan, Hannah Thomner, Michelle Liyovnik
SECOND ROW: Emma Haines, Megan Franey, Mitchell Hughes Owen, Alvin Moncombe, Paige Bentley, Madision Powell, Sarah Kirke, Phoebe Lawrie, Grace Whitney, Loddie Wallmsley, Tessa Redman, Mr Ben Ainslie
FRONT ROW: Nathan Harvey, Kyra Belford-Thomas, Hayley Greenhalgh, Meghan Bwyre, Tracy Gofinis, Vivien Pua, Kaya Bellchambers, Kirsty Johnson, Lucy Morgan, Florian Inne
ABSENT: Mr Stephen Roberts
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CHOREOGRAPHY NIGHT
BACK ROW: Drew Nicholas, Luca Macchiusi, Nicholas Kirkby, William Luo, Parea McCourt, Samantha Palmer, Amy Nellig, Braydon Nicholas
MIDDLE ROW: Emma Haama-Mills, Jessica Noonan, Madeleine Bahn, Emerson Day, Nicholas Werner, Georgia Cleghorn, Tessa Redman, Miss Narelle Coddalonga
FRONT ROW: Kyra Balford-Thomas, Olivia Ardizzone, Rania Roz, Chloë James, Werner, Samantha Palmer, Amy
ABSENT: Sofía Holler, Amber Plant, Oliva Stone, Jacqueline Bagyard

COCURRICULAR DANCE TEACHERS
BACK ROW: Miss Erin Kan, Freya Pritchard, Parea McCourt, Mr Megan Watson, Alícia Davies, Tiffany Veriga, Miss Narelle Coddalonga

COLLEGE VOICES (YEARS 7 AND 8)
BACK ROW: Nadia Allan, Genevieve Bowyer-Funnell, Isabella Arnold, Georgia Balding, Louise Latino, Caitlyn Seon, Emily Mclachlin
THIRD ROW: Arjali Mishra, Joanne Luo, Ashir Brittani, Jessica Cotham, Elana Ash, Tafarah Robson, Elane Smith, Ruth Naseen
SECOND ROW: Bellinda Clayton, Alicia Wong, Amy Burwood, Paris Gibb, Grace Tang, Jenna Fuller, Sarah Christopher, Mrs Angela Curea
FRONT ROW: Eliza Balford-Thomas, Jessica MacFarlane, Anna Lenki, Georgia Keelan, Ashley Lake, Mike Smith, Emma Watson, Grace Thompson

CONCERT BAND
BACK ROW: Jamie Lang, Sophie Wyatt, Arjali Mishra, Dayne Matzner, Harrison McKinnon, Kaelan Fukumoto, Elana Ash, Benjamin Coleman, Cameron Tsang
FRONT ROW: Adam Smith, Benjamin Deacon, Alexandra O’Brian, Samantha White, Olivia Olckers, Calvin de Wind, Bellinda Clayton, Angus Kliger, Dylan Smith
ABSENT: Grace Barber, Chariton Bingham, Matthew White, Phoebe Godrick, Mr Steven Harmer

DANCE CONCERT AWARD WINNERS
BACK ROW: Nicholas Kirkby, William Luo, Angus Leemie, Alfie de Wind, Jack Connell, Joshua Nicholas, Luca Macchiusi
MIDDLE ROW: Loche Wilmaysia, Nicholas Werner, Madeleine Bahn, Braydon Nicholas, Drew Nicholas, Emerson Day, Roland Montes, David Connell
FRONT ROW: Kyra Balford-Thomas, Dayne Matzner, Emma Haama-Mills, Miss Narelle Coddalonga, Grace Whitney, Morgan Montes, Grace Hines
ABSENT: Georgia Keelan, Duncan Glogowski-Watson, Francesca Walker, Madeleine Crawford

QUARNERI STRINGS
BACK ROW: Saraha Joplich, Kiera Hanwood, Mrs Thea Kotze, Yul Min, Alielle Lu
FRONT ROW: Julian Lo, Julia Zhang, Xin Ji Tan
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**SAINTS’ SINGERS**

**BACK ROW:** Mrs Angela Curtie, Angus Lawrie, Christopher-Jack Andrew, Taigh Macdonald, Nicholas Lindsay, Benjamin Chia, Mrs Aneeta Karhovitz

**FRONT ROW:** Emma Haines, Grace Whitney, Jacqueline Soon, Sonia Westera, Kristina Lang, Avril Wijger


**YEAR 12 PERFORMING ARTS PERSPECTIVES**

**LEFT TO RIGHT:** Jake Barker, Kristina Lang, James Clifford, Olivia Russell, Joshua Nichols, Francesca Walker

**ABSENT:** Duncan Glogowski-Watson, Madeleine Drainford, Christopher-Jack Andrew

**SAXOPHONE QUARTET**

**LEFT TO RIGHT:** Sarah Myers, Luke Barber, Deanna Moore

**ABSENT:** Alister de Wind, Mr Daniel Hart

**SYMPHONIC BAND**

**BACK ROW:** Angus Lawrie, Nicholas Lindsay, Luke Barber, Cameron Wright, Jeremy Wright, Susan Armit

**THIRD ROW:** Tara Martin, Layne Brown, Sarah Myers, Fraser de Wind, Phoebe Lawrie, Caitlin Soon, Zita Orman, Paris Gisbaut

**SECOND ROW:** Ela John, Juliet Morris, Jozzle Kenneworth-Groen, William Luo, Deanna Moore, Gia Liniern, Katie MacFarlane, Alison Cheong, Ms Jennifer Winey

**FRONT ROW:** Brendan Wright, Kyle Lubbo, Kyra Bellford-Thomas, Steven Thiele, Jessica Cottham, Jasslyn Tyrr, Jaeden Tan, Max Barrow

**ABSENT:** Paul Thackray, Jay Lake, Kirsty Johnson, Alister da Wind, Pauline Whalkay, Theodore Kenneworth-Groen

**TRANSITION SHOWCASE**

**BACK ROW:** Georgia Baling, Holly Morgan, Grace Barber, Olivia Smyth, Ben Clark, Mitchell Stone, Madeleine Bahn, Sophie Werner, Phoebe Lawrie, Brianna Whithers, Paige Bentley, Megan Green

**FIFTH ROW:** Jamie Hill, Bartolomew Tang, Harrison McRinn, Caitlin Berry, Chloie Pederson, Mia Hughes, Luke Barber, Isabella Arnold, Emily Mitchell, Lara Burrows, Lille Rose Gormall, Madeleine Pittman, Kali Bellchambers

**FOURTH ROW:** Taylah Robson, Jenna Beagles tele, Claire Nelson, Tracy O’Sills, Meghan Brye, Tessa Redman, Jessica Cottham, Sarah Grose, Olivia Day, Taylah Smith, Steven Thiele, Genevieve Boyer-Funnell, Vivian Pua, Ella August

**THIRD ROW:** Juliet Morris, Samantha Briga, Elirani Wllion, Louisa Cook, Tonya Glogowski-Watson, Steven White-Smith, Ruby Newman, Emma Haines, Indulna Connor, Sophie Huismann, Sara Russell-Lane, Nadine James, Paris Gisbaud, Alicia Wong, Shiza Farhan

**SECOND ROW:** Amy Mundy, Lauren Anderson, Catherine Chong, Eve Nokh, Bell Clayton, Baran Rostamian, Eva South, Anjali Mohr, Eleanor Crocchur, Jenna Fuller, Kirsty Johnson, Kyna Bellford-Thomas, Tyler Redman, Millie Smith, Astrid Johnson, Anes Kjgcar

**FRONT ROW:** Eliza Bellford-Thomas, Lauren Hanser, Tahila Amos, Alina Mackay, Jaimie Oliphant, Ashton Lake, Mr Megan Watson, Georgia MacFarlane, Angel Liu, Amy Mackay, Natalia Ehrlich, Jessika MacFarlane, Grace Hoos

SCHOLARSHIP & GRANT RECIPIENTS 2014

SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS
Academic, Music and Old Saints
BACK ROW: Alessandra Ho, Sharnae Camel, Taif Hinzinger-Smith, Sarah Myers, Bartholomew Tang, Kirsty Johnson
FRONT ROW: Arishe Lu, Catherine Choong, Paris Gibaud, Aidan Smith, Jayden Tan, Sheyara Dias Abbeyguruwerrenee
ABSENT: Julia Zheng, Caian Pen-Dennis Watson

P&F SPONSORSHIP RECIPIENTS
(Terms 1 to 3)
BACK ROW: Karri Samarevillo, Dilara Gunadewa, Luchy Gham, Pragash Munagasan, Nick Dumas, Declan Thornton, Jack Paul
MIDDLE ROW: Zela Omran, Sarah Ranasanghe, Joshua Hayes, Ian Tan, Jasmine Stone, Noah Gilosca, Adam Kelly, Rohan Muegrave
FRONT ROW: Megan Clayton, Kristina Lang, Kirsty Johnson, Ryan McEvoy, Jordanna Fatarian, Rebecca Radny, Alessandra Ho
ABSENT: Thomas Morgan, Philip Newton, Matthew White, Carina Tabuteau

SOUTHWELL MUSIC TUITION GRANT RECIPIENTS
BACK ROW: Sarah Myers, Theodore Karwowski-Green, Paul Thackray, Jeremy Wright, Cameron Wright
FRONT ROW: Elyia Balford-Thomas, Kaian Fukuhoto, Jay Lake, Dayne Metter, Ashton Lake
ABSENT: Sareveeka Boyley-Funnel, Clio Oegg, Finn Payenberg, Matthew Stoddells, Alexander Coleman
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2014 COLLEGIANS

We the 2014 Leavers are the half-year cohort, comprising less than 90 students. What does this mean?

Well, we can all fit in the Common Room comfortably and we never run out of parking spaces. Moreover, as the staff leading the Year 12 Retreat realised, it also means a larger degree of closeness and a deeper sense of community.

I remember the day before the Retreat – we were all wary of what this school-run trip would entail. As it turned out, it was great deal more than we expected.

The Retreat was clearly the most profound experience in Year 12, broadening our relationships with our peers in preparation for the year to come. It forced us to consider our aspirations, reflect on our lives, and become a community to help each other survive Year 12.

It is an experience I will treasure for the rest of my life.

To my fellow Year 12s, remember the barriers we broke down. Remember the masks we removed. Remember the jokes we shared. Remember the time we spent. Most of all, remember the bonds we forged.

Do this, and whether you move over East or remain five houses down, we will rule the world.

Jonathan Tjandra
Year 12
Year 12

BALL

Photographs courtesy of Bliss Studio
REFLECTIONS
LEADERSHIP TEAM

BACK ROW: Brittany Gray, Mandy Macrini, Darnyn Rannicky, Shivam Kate, Ross Macaulay, Tom Stachewicz, David Waugh, Gordon Gutt, Russ Hiday, Peter Gault, Daniel Kandrick, Daniel Campbell, Camilla Knight, Blair Saunders, Matthew Bancroft, Anne Miller, Gary Siefert
SIXTH ROW: Georgia Eddington, Alison McInnis, Diane Naikibit, Kalle Knoblauch, Ben Amike, Daniel Penman, Wayne Giles, Adrian Arnold, Damian Stevens, Grace Izzettin, Philip Dale, Anthony De Aveneo, Ben Baslai, Ben Lamer, Alcohol Harvey, Monique Elkmann, Rosella Talento, John Beaverstock
FIFTH ROW: Katrina Harris, Megan Watson, Thom Bull, Paul Mandel, Johanna Staley, Norma Williams, Karen Lfrod-Powers, Karen Spencer, Tracey Foster, Sue John, Ilsa Knight, Cheryl Parcell, Roz Collins, Jo-anne Bosirn, Christopher Bisset, Gae Eveshead, Kelly Gadou, Banning Neighbour, Maria Hollis
FOURTH ROW: Ian Mackay-Scialli, Andrea Stavert, Janet Dowling, Gail Smith, Rebekah Garwood, Sarah Allison, Breets Lockyer, Anna-Rose Durack, Dean Hadasson, Thia Kytta, Deborah Da Cruz, Jim Moncombe, Danielle Wf, Mona Lingnjo, Jeannette Saly, Malinda Bate, Vanessa Kirkham, Catherine Donnelly, Judy Henry
FRONT ROW: Christine Kroager, Wendy Mac Dougall, Jason Zaurus, Tim Brown, Phil Brockbank, Elizabeth Harrison, Lucas Collins, Penelope Crane, Tinni Dale, Steven Davies, Balinda Provis, Helen Aguilera, David Kerr, Jo Mulligan, Tony Bilson, Patrick Duckworth, Sara Mano, Penny Crossland, Gregory Hill, Brooke Haadad, Debra White
Bear in mind that the wonderful things you learn in your schools are the work of many generations. All this is put in your hands as your inheritance in order that you may receive it, honour it, add to it, and one day faithfully hand it on to your children.

Albert Einstein